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An “engrossing and exciting” account of legendary New Orleans privateers Pierre and Jean
Laffite and their adventures along the Gulf Coast (Booklist, starred review). At large during the
most colorful period in New Orleans’ history, from just after the Louisiana Purchase through the
War of 1812, privateers Jean and Pierre Laffite made life hell for Spanish merchants on the Gulf.
Pirates to the US Navy officers who chased them, heroes to the private citizens who shopped for
contraband at their well-publicized auctions, the brothers became important members of a
filibustering syndicate that included lawyers, bankers, merchants, and corrupt US officials. But
this allegiance didn’t stop the Laffites from becoming paid Spanish spies, disappearing into the
fog of history after selling out their own associates. William C. Davis uncovers the truth about two
men who made their names synonymous with piracy and intrigue on the Gulf.
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0-15-100403-Xe 978-0-547-35075-2v4.0816For Bird, againIn the days of d’Arraguette,He Ho He
Ho!It was the good old times.You ruled the world with a switch—He Ho He Ho!—OLD FRENCH
CREOLE SONG, ANONYMOUSWhy, sir, it will be very difficult to get at particulars, some of
them being of a strange character! But there are some still living who had a hand in those
matters.—JOHN LAMBERT, CIRCA 1840I found in my researches, twenty years ago, romantic
legends so interwoven with facts that it was extremely difficult to separate the historical truth
from the traditional. I am sure that the same cause will make it impossible to arrive at the truth of
his life. His only biographer at last must be the romancer.—JOSEPH H. INGRAHAM,
SEPTEMBER 1, 1852He left a corsair’s name to other times,Linked with one virtue and a
thousand crimes.—LORD BYRON, “THE CORSAIR,” 1816PREFACEA Corsair’s NameON
FEBRUARY 1, 1814, his publisher issued ten thousand copies of the great English poet Lord
Byron’s newest creation, “The Corsair,” three cantos of brilliant imagination that quickly sold out
and went into a second printing. In an age that thrilled at the idea of bold buccaneers defying
authority and convention, the poet’s tale of the gallant Captain Conrad, a pirate risking even his
beloved ship Medora for the love of a slave girl forced into a pasha’s harem, fed the appetite of a



generation hungry for romance and adventure. How much more appealing was it when Conrad,
having the cruel pasha at his mercy, refused to take his life even to save his own. It was his one
“virtue,” amid the life of crime.It is poetically typical of the lives of the brothers Pierre and Jean
Laffite, smugglers, merchants of contraband, revolutionaries, spies, privateers, and pirates as
well, that so little in their memory fits their lives, and nothing less so than their persistent
association with Byron’s poetic epic. When he wrote it, the Laffites were nothing more than
minor figures on the crowded criminal landscape of early Louisiana. The poet likely never heard
of either, and certainly his corsair was not patterned after Jean Laffite. Conrad’s single virtue was
a romantic device, and had nothing to do with the Laffites’ celebrated and much exaggerated act
of patriotism in aiding American forces in repelling the British at the Battle of New Orleans, which
took place three weeks short of a year after publication of “The Corsair.” And yet, romance and
legend will not yield to break the bond between poem and pirate.Throughout history,
circumstances having nothing to do with poetry and romance occasionally conspire to produce
an environment perfect for the explosion and spread of privateering and piracy, conditions that
can vanish just as quickly as they appear. Never in the history of the United States were the
times so right for it as in the years of young nationhood, when an adolescent America was
beginning its spread across the continent amid the clash of immigrant colonial cultures, and a
European war of gigantic proportions whose tremors upset the New World as well. In unsettled
times, enterprising men found opportunity to build their own fortunes and wrest new nations
away from old. Many tried. Few succeeded. Some became legends. The privateer-smugglers
from Bordeaux and their ilk could not have flourished at their craft anywhere other than there and
then, any more than the experience of the corsairs of the Gulf would have been the same
without the brothers Laffite. In the virtues and crimes of them all lay not just the stuff of romance,
but zephyrs to fill the sails of the nascent American character.O’er the glad waters of the dark
blue sea,Our thoughts as boundless, and our soul’s as freeFar as the breeze can bear, the
billows foam,Survey our empire, and behold our home!ONEVintage Bordeaux1770–
1803PERHAPS IT IS FITTING for men whose lives so lent themselves to adventure and
melodrama that their name traced its origins to a word meaning something like “the song.” For
centuries men named Lafitte inhabited the fertile reaches between the river Garonne and the
Pyrenees Mountains that separated France from Spain. Proximity to the often lawless Pyrenees,
and life in the part of France most remote from the center of politics and culture in Paris,
encouraged a spirit of independence in the region’s inhabitants, and a tendency to look as much
to the world as to their country for opportunity. Among those named for “the song,” that
independence appeared in their stubborn refusal of a uniform spelling of their name. Lafitte,
Lafit, Laffitt, Laffite, and more, all emerged between the river and the mountains, and for many
the song in their name was a Siren’s call to the broader world. Immediate access to the sea on
the Bay of Biscay tied many of them to trade and seafaring. The lush vineyards on either side of
the Garonne, and the Gironde estuary formed at its confluence with the Dordogne River, turned
more of them into vintners.The ancient village of Pauillac perched on the west bank of the



Gironde estuary exactly midway between Bordeaux and the Bay of Biscay at Pointe de Grave
some thirty miles distant.1 It was about as far up the estuary as the limited maneuverability of
sail could bring oceangoing ships, making it a natural port for the merchants of Bordeaux and
the surrounding region. Though small, it was already the informal capital of the Medoc, and just
now starting to blossom thanks to the produce of its vineyards. One Laffite family, and apparently
only one of that spelling, lived in the village.2 Jean Laffite and his wife, Anne Denis, saw their
son Pierre marry Marie Lagrange in 1769, but the young woman died, perhaps giving birth to a
son Pierre around 1770.3 In 1775 the father Pierre remarried, this time to Marguerite Desteil,
who bore six children at their home in the little village of Bages just south of Pauillac. Three
daughters lived to maturity, as did a son Jean, born around 1782 or later but not baptized until
1786.4Most of the Laffites living in the Bordeaux were solidly middle-class merchants and
traders, and the elder Pierre Laffite appears to have been in trade himself.5 Certainly he was
able to give his two sons at least rudimentary schooling, though their written grammar, spelling,
and syntax would never be better than mediocre.6 Whoever taught them to write—parent, priest,
or schoolmaster—could not keep a natural independence out of their developing handwriting,
for neither boy learned very good penmanship, but their teacher left some artifacts of his rote
with them. All their lives, the half brothers signed their surname in identical fashion, lifting the
pen from the paper midway and leaving a barely perceptible space before finishing, to produce
“Laffite.”What they might have made of themselves in France would never be known, for they
were born into a changing and uncertain world. The Bourbon kings of France, living in increasing
isolation among an in-bred and calcified aristocracy, had long since lost touch with the people
and the times. The emergent middle class, especially merchants like the Laffites of the
Bordeaux, felt crushed under the weight of taxation and church levies imposed to provide for the
outrageous extravagance of the aristocracy and clergy. The Gironde became a seedbed of
antipathy, and the Laffites would not have been men of their class if they did not share the
general outrage.It all came to an explosion in the summer of 1789, and by the fall of 1795 the
people of the Bordeaux, like all Frenchmen, felt nervous exhaustion after six years of constant
turmoil. By the time elections were held in October for delegates to a new Convention to rule in
Paris until a regular government should take over under a new constitution, Pierre Laffite may
well have been financially ruined as were so many other merchants. Even as an ardent young
captain named Napoleon Bonaparte saved both the Convention and the new constitution by
turning away an uprising that sought to disrupt the elections, Laffite’s sons Pierre and Jean could
only look on what must have seemed a blighted future landscape.7The son Pierre, his schooling
long over, lived and probably worked with his father at Number 49 Rue de la Deliverance in
Bordeaux, trying to keep their business alive. Jean, perhaps aged about fourteen, likely saw his
education disrupted by the turmoil that he had lived with for fully half his life. Just what each of
them felt about it all he never said, but like many others of their class they imbibed a general—if
not passionate—belief in local autonomy as preferable to central rule from afar, and from the
turmoil and dissolution in their immediate region they learned the lesson that in troublous times,



on the frontiers of civil authority, the wise man took care of himself first.They may even have
seen object lessons in how a man could profit during times of political and social upheaval if he
was smart, daring, and none too scrupulous. A later acquaintance of the Laffites’ recalled being
told that the brothers had been contraband smugglers on the Spanish border during the times of
scarcity, which would have been one way to combat severe price controls.8 And they were
anyhow close enough to the Pyrenees to fall under the age-old lure of smuggling as a remedy
from the greedy excise man.Whatever the Laffites learned of making their way in the world, by
the end of the decade it was evident to them that they would not make it in their native country.
Economic recovery would take years, and even with a new constitution and with the Terror at an
end, civil affairs remained shaky or dependent on a military that was now embroiled in contests
of arms all across Europe, and with England as well. Then in December 1796 their father Pierre
died. Thousands of Frenchmen from their region had emigrated, reestablishing themselves in
the colonies in the New World far from the reach of the Jacobins and the guillotine. Many a
royalist had gone to Spanish Louisiana, and other colonies thrived on the islands of San
Domingue, Martinique, and Guadaloupe in the Caribbean. It was a natural direction to turn their
eyes.And so sometime in the last of that decade they began disappearing, and completely. For
years barely a trace of them survives. A third brother, name unknown, may have left France first,
or Jean may have gone about the turn of the century. Then on May 24, 1802, Pierre obtained a
passport, saying he was “going to Louisiana to join one of his brothers.”9 Perhaps he was the
same Pierre Laffite from Pauillac, and his 1802 departure from Bourdeaux was only the return
from a visit home from the colony. Two-thirds of French commercial trade was with the island
which was half French and half Spanish until 1795 when France got it all. French merchant ships
called first at Cap Français, and some then went on to New Orleans despite an official edict from
Madrid prohibiting trade with the colonies of other powers as well as restrictions imposed by
Paris. If Pierre Laffite was involved in trade at Port-au-Prince, then he might have had cause to
know of and perhaps even to visit New Orleans. Nevertheless, he found that he could not
escape the Revolution. Once again, inept and corrupt rule from a great distance created unrest,
here compounded by a large and resentful black population. San Domingue had only 20,000
white inhabitants, while more than 100,000 free blacks and mulattoes owned one-third of the
land and a fourth of the half million slaves in the colony, creating a hierarchy in which whites
looked down on free blacks and mulattoes, who in turn looked down on slaves.10A series of
slave rebellions beginning in 1790 sent waves of white planters fleeing the island. Whenever he
first arrived in San Domingue, Pierre Laffite spent at least some time in Le Cap, as Cap Français
was called. He may have been there to witness the fighting on June 20, 1793, when about two
thousand mariners and political prisoners on ships in the harbor rose and landed under arms to
attack the government buildings. French commander Leger Felicité Sonthonax won a temporary
victory, but by the summer of 1794 the British, now at war with France, held Port-au-Prince, and
the Pierre Laffite living there left for Savannah, Georgia, with the flood of émigrés.11 But then,
lured by Sonthonax’s declaration of emancipation, former slave Toussaint Louverture, now



commanding most of the free black and slave forces, joined forces with the French to eject the
British. By this time the Spanish were also involved, and in time both Britain and Spain would
entrench themselves trying to keep what they could of San Domingue.Meanwhile the Pierre
Laffite who left Port-au-Prince in 1794 returned once the British were contained. He may have
been back in Le Cap in May 1800 when black workers rebelled in the north and thousands
marched on Le Cap to take it back from the Spanish. Or he may have been there later in October
1801 when farm workers rose up and killed three hundred white colonists.12 But most likely he
was there in 1802 after sailing under his passport and making a stop on his way to Louisiana. In
January 1802 Napoleon, now risen to emperor in France, sent an army under General Charles
Leclerc to reestablish control. Instead the French met disaster. Leclerc was soon all but
besieged in Cap Français, and that summer he burned most of the town. In November he died of
yellow fever and his successor, General Donathien Rochambeau, resorted to wholesale
extermination of blacks and mulattoes. Napoleon could not help him as he had gone to war with
Britain again in May, and in March 1803 the black population of San Domingue rose again in
revolt. Rochambeau holed up in Le Cap after losing control of the countryside, and was
besieged, while British ships returned to establish a blockade of the harbor.By that time Pierre
Laffite was most certainly gone for good. What role he took, if any, in the upheavals on the island
is unknown. On May 10, 1802, as Pierre prepared to leave Bordeaux, an Antoine Lafitte was
waylaid at Port-Républicain and marched off with a number of other white citizens and was
murdered.13 He may even have been the brother Pierre was going to visit. When Pierre arrived,
he was himself caught in the street fighting in Cap Français. One day on the Place St. Pierre,
Laffite and his friend Bernard Narieu and others found themselves in the middle of the deadly
swirl. Laffite and Narieu escaped to safety, but not before they saw one of their acquaintances, a
Mr. Gabauriau whom Pierre may have known back in France,14 fall victim to the mob. It was a
good time for Laffite to be leaving, and where else to go but a place so many he knew had gone
before him, a place with which he may well have had some acquaintance already, New
Orleans.15That spring and summer of 1803 French privateers began ferrying refugees to Cuba
and New Orleans, getting out as many of the white French as possible before Rochambeau
surrendered on November 29, 1803. Among the exiles was Jean Joseph Amable Humbert, a
somewhat unstable visionary who went back to France, though his life would intertwine with the
Laffites in years to come.16 Also fleeing San Domingue were a promising young architect
named Arsené Latour, only recently arrived to take a position as engineer on Rochambeau’s
staff, and Barthelemey Lafon, a gifted surveyor who mixed privateering with mapmaking. Lafon
escaped to Havana in 1802, and Latour got out sometime before November 1803, and perhaps
escaped on a privateer, first to Cuba, then to New Orleans. Like Humbert and many another
refugees from San Domingue, they would reappear in the Laffite story, though nothing suggests
that Pierre was acquainted with them in Cap Français.17Pierre Laffite left on one of those
refugee ships no later than early March 1803, and if he went that late then he did not go
alone.18 By the time he put San Domingue permanently behind him, Pierre Laffite had an infant



son.19These are our realms, no limits to their sway—Our flag the sceptre all who meet
obey.Ours the wild life in tumult still to rangeFrom toil to rest, and joy in every change.TWONew
Men in a New World1803–1806IN 1803 NEW ORLEANS was overwhelmingly a French
community, though so many languages and colors were to be seen on its streets that it was truly
a city of the world. It had changed hands often since its founding by the French in 1718. France
had ceded the vast inland empire known as Louisiana to Spain in 1762, but in 1801 in the Treaty
of Madrid, Napoleon reclaimed Louisiana as part of the spoils of his reduction of Spain to a
vassal state. Now, even as Laffite walked the streets of New Orleans, Napoleon was negotiating
the sale of the Louisiana Territory to the infant United States.New Orleans itself made up several
dozen square blocks of Creole and colonial houses on the northwest side of a crescent bend in
the Mississippi River, all still encased in the remnants of an earthen rampart remaining from its
earlier defenses. The Place d’Arms sat just back from the river, an open square on which stood
the Cathedral Church of St. Louis, with the territorial prison and guardhouse to one side and an
ecclesiastical charity house on the other. Street names redolent of French and Spanish history—
Chartres, Royal, Bourbon, Dauphine, Burgundy, and Rampart—paralleled the levee road at the
river’s edge. Intersecting them were others of equal association—Bienville, St. Louis, Conti,
Toulouse, St. Pierre, Orleans, St. Anne, Dumaine, St. Philip, and more. Many of the blocks at the
outer periphery close to the rampart were yet vacant, while to the east, beyond the rampart,
already Faubourg Marigny was growing, mainly the home of the large free black and mulatto
community.Pierre Laffite may not have found reestablishing himself in New Orleans to be as
easy as he could have hoped. In 1803 an arriving refugee faced paying $10 to $20 a month for
lodging in a quiet suburb of town.1 Pierre first took rented quarters on Royal Street, probably
near the intersection with Dumaine, while looking for a suitable venue to go into business. A
newcomer had to pay $25 to $80 a month to rent a well-located commercial building.2 Instead of
renting, however, on March 21, and at a cost of 8,000 silver Spanish pesos, Pierre bought from
the widow Marguerite Landreaux a city lot one block east of the Place d’Arms, at the intersection
of Royal and Dumaine. It came with a substantial house and outbuildings, including probably a
small warehouse, if the selling price be any measure. The site had a mercantile history, having
belonged until 1800 to the late Julian Vienne, an importer with San Domingue connections who
had operated two merchant vessels prior to his death, and who may well have done business
with Laffite in years past.3 Laffite bought it in partnership with Joseph Maria Bourguignon, a
member of a New Orleans family dating back at least to 1728. Bourguignon lived on Dumaine,
and he and Pierre may have become acquainted when Laffite took lodgings around the corner.
Evidently they did not have much by way of cash in hand, however, for they promised to pay the
widow half of the purchase price at the end of June, and the balance at the end of 1804.4Within
a few weeks Laffite had to borrow 320 pesos from an innkeeper, the Spaniard Pedro Alarcon,
who was known to conduct an unlawful gambling table that might have increased Pierre’s
indebtedness.5 Thereafter Pierre’s financial affairs reveal a chronic shortage of ready cash, and
with it a tendency to live beyond either his means or his ability to manage his money.6 Indeed,



only eleven weeks after signing the papers for the Royal Street property, Laffite and
Bourguignon returned it to Landreaux in return for cancellation of their debt on June 6, probably
after finding that they could not make the first installment due at the end of that month.7 Pierre
Laffite had been a property owner for less than three months, and would never own a house or
land again.The exact nature of Laffite’s mercantile enterprise is unclear but, despite later myth
and recollection to the contrary, it almost certainly was not ironworking.8 Dumaine in that period
was known as the “Street of the Stores,” and would have been the place to be if Laffite, like fully
one-fourth of the other refugees from San Domingue, was a merchant.9 He may have expected
to import goods from abroad or perhaps from Havana, but with so many newly arrived
merchants in New Orleans added to the established houses, competition would have been
keen, especially for a man of limited resources. In 1803 merchants led all other professions in
the city, selling chiefly cargoes imported by ship. Most were middlemen who did not own the
ships themselves, but already it was evident that the real fortunes would be made by men who
controlled both the importation and sale of their wares.10 Doing that would require more capital
than Pierre Laffite could command at the moment, however, and more likely, he hoped to trade
in goods from the Louisiana Territory interior, a market still being developed. Indeed, the
crowding in New Orleans just then may have forced him to that alternative.11Unfortunately for
Pierre Laffite, he arrived near the end of the massive immigration from San Domingue. Refugees
from the Haitian revolts arrived in New Orleans at a steady rate, starting at a trickle of about one
hundred per year from 1791 to 1797 and reaching more than 1,000 by 1803. The French-
speaking community in the city welcomed the white arrivals, and at first they did not mind lots of
San Domingue slaves coming with them. By 1803, though, just under 4,000 whites were barely
outnumbered by 4,100 blacks, a third of them free.12 Already undercurrents of fear were
palpable in the white community, especially with the example of San Domingue if not on their
doorstep then certainly in their front yard. Then there was the question of changing nationalities.
Americans spreading into the Ohio and upper Mississippi River valleys needed the Mississippi
for access to markets. The Spaniards had closed the port of New Orleans to them, effectively
stifling trade, at the same time leaving America’s back door vulnerable to European aggression.
When Spain turned the Louisiana Territory over to an aggressive Napoleonic France in 1801
President Thomas Jefferson’s anxiety for the infant United States’ western border only
heightened, as he expected Napoleon to keep the river closed. Moreover, with France at war
with Britain, a British victory could put America’s onetime colonial master in control of the
Mississippi, with every manner of foreseeable unfortunate consequence. Rumors of an
expedition being readied to invade Louisiana and take it from France only spurred Jefferson to
action.13Jefferson sent Robert Livingston and James Monroe to France to negotiate an open
port at New Orleans and free trade for the United States. But changing circumstances in Europe
made Napoleon amenable to much more than that, and in April 1803 Jefferson’s emissaries
were asked point-blank what they would pay for the Louisiana Territory. By the end of that month
Jefferson had all of it from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific northwest, including the so-called



island of New Orleans—that small portion of land east of the Mississippi running from the Gulf
through Lake Borgne, west through Lake Pontchartrain on the city’s northern outskirts, and
thence through Lake Maurepas and along the Amite River and Bayou Manchac to its mouth on
the Mississippi seventy miles upstream from New Orleans. Above that lay the parishes of
Spanish West Florida.Pierre Laffite was probably in New Orleans on December 20, 1803, when
the formal ceremony turning over the government of Louisiana took place on the Place d’Arms.
General James Wilkinson and new territorial governor William C. C. Claiborne accepted the keys
of the city from the French commissioner and then raised the flag of the United States, “amidst
the acclamations of the inhabitants” according to an American present.14 Many of the French
and Spanish citizens saw the reaction rather differently, however, and one spoke of “the
lugubriousness of the silence and immobility” among the Frenchmen and Spaniards and the
locally born European Creoles.15 It would not be the last mark of a subdivision in the white
community, nor of conflicting loyalties among the Europeans that would one day make the
livelihood of Pierre Laffite and ultimately direct his destiny. Significantly, Jefferson sent several
gunboats to New Orleans to protect order among what their naval commander David Porter
regarded as “a very turbulent population.”16Claiborne had already promised to the European
community in New Orleans all the protections of United States citizens, and the carryover of all
previous laws and civil officers except those who collected the customs, who would now be
federal appointees.17Within months of the American takeover, the character of the city began to
change as its new masters imposed order on its chaotic streets and in its civil affairs. More new
shops opened almost overnight as American merchants rushed to the city to capitalize on the
new world marketplace. The influx increased the population to twelve thousand. What the influx
meant for Pierre Laffite and other San Domingue refugee merchants was even more competition
in a crowded market. They had almost monopolized trading to this point, even spreading out
over the rural sections of lower Louisiana and along the inland bayous.18 Many turned peddler,
getting a year’s credit from wholesale suppliers in New Orleans and then taking their goods to
the interior and accepting payment in furs and agricultural goods that they returned to sell in the
city’s marketplace to pay their debt and outfit for the next trading trip.19Pierre Laffite decided to
become one of them, or at least to seek prosperity outside the immediate orbit of New Orleans.
Sometime prior to the fall of 1804, he settled at the post of Baton Rouge in Spanish West
Florida, some seventy-five miles upriver from New Orleans, and there went into business as a
merchant once more.20 Baton Rouge sat on the east bank of the river, home to a small garrison
and a regional commandant under orders from the administrative center at Pensacola, 250
miles to the east. Aside from the Spaniards in the garrison, the locals were mostly German, Irish,
and French-speaking Acadian immigrants from Canada. Baton Rouge was truly a frontier, for
beyond it living conditions became increasingly primitive with the exception of the community
thirty miles upstream at Point Coupée.Point Coupée had been in 1766 a string of settlements
running about twenty miles along the west bank of the Mississippi, augmented by others on a
nearby “false river”—a former bend of the Mississippi cut off and isolated as a lake when the



river changed its course. A fort, a four-bastioned quadrangle, with stockade and commandant’s
house, barracks, storehouses, and a prison stood there. Spain kept barely more than a dozen
soldiers stationed there in 1766, along with a capuchin father to operate the church near the fort.
About two thousand white inhabitants and seven thousand slaves grew tobacco, indigo, and
corn and raised poultry that they sold in New Orleans to victuallers from the merchant ships.
They also cut timber and sent lumber and staves downriver in rafts. After 1762 and the Spanish
takeover, most of the planters who were cultivating on the east side moved to the west
bank.21Now Point Coupée was an enclave of wealth without the ostentation of New Orleans. Its
planters, proud and jealous of each other, eschewed dancing, gambling, and fine clothes. The
English-speaking planters lived on the east bank of the Mississippi and traded more with
Natchez upstream than with New Orleans. In earlier years they produced furs, indigo, bear oil,
and game, as well as salt beef and pork. Now, however, they planted cotton, which accounted
for their advancing affluence. Their money attracted merchants, and by 1804 new stores
appeared constantly, offering credit to the planters and saving them a trip to Natchez or New
Orleans for goods. Itinerant merchants called caboteurs peddled from their boats, moving on the
river and bayous plantation by plantation in their flat-bottomed pirogues. Most were French
sailors stuck in Louisiana by the current war. They sold poor quality merchandise at low prices
due to the intense competition among them, and became so numerous that travelers met them
at all times on the river. The caboteurs bartered goods for chickens, eggs, hides, grease and
tallow, honey, corn and rice, beans, and anything else they could sell in New Orleans, in the
process becoming the chief source of fresh produce in the city. They also traded illicitly with the
slaves, selling tafia—a cheap rum substitute—and oddments in return for chickens and other
stolen items. The whites frequently complained of the thefts encouraged by the caboteurs, but to
no avail. Meanwhile itinerant peddlers competed by working their trade on foot or in
carriages.22Point Coupée was more than a planter community. River travelers stopped there en
route to Natchez. Those moving into the western Louisiana interior via the Red River used the
riverbank there as a staging place, providing a trade in fur, horses, tallow, and Indian produce.
By the time Pierre Laffite came to the area, the population of Point Coupée—also called False
River— had declined, but still maintained a typically imbalanced population in which two-thirds
were slaves.23Seemingly unable to avoid turmoil wherever he moved, Pierre Laffite arrived in
the Baton Rouge-Point Coupée vicinity in the middle of a brief revolution. In August 1804 Nathan
and Samuel Kemper, brothers from a perpetually turbulent family, led about thirty men in a
march on Baton Rouge to throw out the Spanish and declare West Florida independent. They
maintained that the so-called West Florida Parishes were really part of the Louisiana Territory
and should have been ceded to the United States. The people refused to rise up with them,
however, and so the Kempers simply plundered the countryside then retreated northward into
the United States’ newly created Mississippi Territory, pursued by Spanish militia. Spain’s
officials protested to Claiborne, who acted as governor of Mississippi as well as interim governor
of Louisiana, but he declined to extradite the Kempers and their followers. To protect Spain’s



interests and discourage any further outbreaks, Vicente Folche, governor of West Florida,
collected a professional garrison and brought it to Baton Rouge.24Folche arrived not long after
Laffite went into business, and in the days ahead the two became at least passingly acquainted
as the governor oversaw even the most minor legal transactions. Indeed, soon after his arrival
Laffite became well known to local officials including Don Carlos de Grand-Pré, colonel of the
Spanish Royal Army commanding the post of Baton Rouge, and on the other side of the river
Julian Poydras, the new American civil judge representing the United States in Point Coupée. By
October 1804 Pierre had other connections in Point Coupée as well, sufficient that a local widow
engaged him as her attorney to sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of for her profit two of her
slaves who had been imprisoned in Pensacola. The prison term of one of them was about to
expire, and now she authorized Laffite to act on her behalf in New Orleans, or in any Spanish
court in Havana, or even distant Vera Cruz, Mexico, or wherever else the slaves might be found
after their release, to reclaim and dispose of them. In the process, she transferred all her rights in
the slaves to Pierre, evidence of his ability not only to instill trust in her, but also to convince her
that he had connections far beyond the sphere of rural Louisiana.25 Her confidence in Pierre
was well placed, for within two weeks he sold one of the slaves several months in advance of his
anticipated release, and the buyer was none other than Folche.26 The transaction reveals the
effort that Laffite put into establishing good connections with both Spanish and American
authorities, something that was always good for a businessman, and a pattern he continued in
the years ahead. More than that, though, this was his first experience in the New World at
profiting by the sale of a slave.27Pierre’s transaction for the widow touched upon another
tension in the region, for her slaves had been imprisoned for taking part in a rebellion against
white control. Real and imagined insurrection plots, some inspired by the San Domingue
example, unsettled Point Coupée and West Florida from the 1790s onward.28 By 1804, isolated
from one another, whites lived in constant fear of slave uprisings and mounted nightly patrols of
their plantation environs.29 On November 9 inhabitants of Point Coupée drafted a petition
asking Claiborne to send militia to protect them from yet another feared slave uprising. Laffite did
not sign, but as a resident of Baton Rouge he would certainly have shared their
apprehension.30By July 1804 Claiborne felt sufficient concern for the public safety that he had
ships stopped at the Balize, a customs point covering the intersection of the three delta
channels that connected the Mississippi with the Gulf to keep San Domingue slaves from
coming into Louisiana.31 This fear of introducing insurrection from San Domingue made the
importation of slaves to Louisiana difficult at a time when the demand to put more and more land
under cultivation was driving up the price of slaves. A slaveowner could make up to $30 a month
by renting a slave. Slaves fresh from Africa sold for $500 or more, while a skilled Louisiana slave
could bring up to $1,400.32Pierre Laffite was in Baton Rouge when the apprehension at Point
Coupée reached its height. Indeed, as a resident merchant he could be expected to be in Baton
Rouge most of the time, though like other traders he may not have depended entirely upon the
caboteurs to bring him goods.33 Most likely he made buying trips into the interior to barter for



goods to sell downriver. The trading boats used by merchants like Laffite were open, with only a
tendelet—usually just a pole frame with canvas over it for shelter—raised above the deck at the
stern for the owner, the captain, and his friends. Some pirogues carried up to one hundred
barrels under their canvas covering, with rowers crowded on either side of the cargo. They could
row six leagues a day, as much as eighteen miles, and farther with a current behind them.
Traders hired the boatmen by the trip or by the month at about a dollar a day.34If Laffite made
any of these buying trips himself, he could not have helped but learn something of the
geography of the immediate interior, from the tiny Spanish settlement of Galvezton to the east, to
the system of bayous on the west side of the Mississippi below Point Coupée.35 Most important
of all was Bayou Lafourche, a distributary that took high water from the Mississippi from a point
thirty miles downriver from Baton Rouge all the way to the Gulf, bypassing New Orleans. It was
too narrow for sailing vessels to navigate, and often too shallow in summer drought, but with only
a few feet of water in it the light draft pirogues could easily row up and down its entire length.
That made it ideal not only for trading with Indians and the more reclusive trappers and hunters
in the backcountry, but also for smuggling goods past New Orleans to Baton Rouge, or else for
evading United States customs inspectors at the Mississippi’s mouth by bringing commodities
up the Lafourche to the big river, then downstream to New Orleans by the back door. Pierre
Laffite may not have used Bayou Lafourche for that purpose, for smuggling did not offer very rich
rewards in 1804 and 1805, but before long it would, and the knowledge gained here now would
be very useful one day.West Florida’s administrative center at Pensacola also offered a
profitable market for goods the merchants at Baton Rouge acquired in the region, especially
now when the Pensacola merchants John Forbes and Company, successors to Panton and
Leslie Company, began expanding eastward.36 Pierre Laffite might have found that prospect
attractive, and certainly developed some contacts for future exploitation in Pensacola, but taking
goods to the Pensacola market himself would have been a long and costly journey.Indeed,
sometime in 1805, and perhaps within less than a year of moving to Baton Rouge, Pierre
decided that his fortune was not to be made in this backwater. The continuing political
turbulence may have helped persuade him to leave, for in August 1805 the Kempers tried and
failed once more to take Baton Rouge. Spanish officials sent reinforcements at the same time
that relations between the United States and Spain began to deteriorate. A clear threat of war
loomed. Jefferson had wanted to acquire Florida from Spain when he bought Louisiana from
France, believing those parishes essential to protecting New Orleans from above.37 Robert
Livingston had advised on May 20, 1803, that if necessary the United States should take West
Florida by force before Britain did. Following the Louisiana Purchase, Livingston continued to
argue that West Florida had been included in what France originally understood it received from
Spain, but Spain refused to sell.38 In the growing discord, Folche felt such concern that he tried
to get West Florida and the province of Texas immediately west of Louisiana heavily reinforced
by Spain.39The tense atmosphere threatened to make Baton Rouge an unhealthy place for a
merchant should war erupt, and Laffite turned once more to New Orleans. He was back in the



city as early as March 1805, though not yet on a permanent basis.40 Indeed, since he owned no
property in the city, he well could have divided his time between rented lodging in New Orleans
and Baton Rouge as he continued bringing upstream trade to the city marketplace. By July his
associates knew that he did not intend to stay indefinitely, and perhaps had even contemplated
leaving not only New Orleans, but the territory itself.41At that very moment an unfounded rumor
that the diplomatic crisis might result in ceding Louisiana back to the Spaniards circulated,
which in itself could have suggested to Laffite that he look elsewhere.42 But his first allegiance
now and in the future was to his trade and livelihood, and he was already thinking of
strengthening his ties in Pensacola. A much more powerful inducement for him to think about
leaving New Orleans was debt, for yet again he could not pay what he owed. How much was due
and to how many creditors is uncertain, but in July merchant Stephen Carraby filed a civil suit
against him in the parish court for a mere $122 after Pierre repeatedly ignored demands for
payment. Carraby demanded Laffite’s arrest if he did not pay.43 Carraby may have been one of
those who extended credit to Laffite for trade goods to be sent upriver, but since Carraby also
traded in slaves, the debt may have been owed from a slave purchase.44 It may even have been
money borrowed for an earlier slave purchase that went awry, when Pierre Laffite had what was
probably his first direct experience with both smuggling and illegal slaves.In November 1804 the
Spanish merchant schooner Nuestra Senora del Carmen, out of the port of Campeche on
Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula, anchored at the Balize. She had regularly brought slave cargoes to
New Orleans for the past twenty years or more, but now supposedly carried only a cargo of
logwood and a rowdy crew of Spaniards and other “rabble” that the customs inspector thought
were “mostly a lot of ill looking Wretches, and a medley of all the Indies and Campeache
included.” They promised to be a challenge to keeping the peace if they reached New Orleans,
he warned. More to the point, he found them in concert with the denizens of a house near
English Turn, a tight bend in the river a few miles downstream from New Orleans, where a
Spaniard kept a tavern on the east bank, and from which smugglers used a bayou for landing
and transporting to the city illicit goods secreted past the inspector at the Balize.45The inspector
managed to keep the schooner at anchor for several weeks, but Captain Jean Baptiste Deyrem
landed several slaves without his knowing it and got them to New Orleans for sale.46 More than
that, after the inspector duly recorded a free black woman named Marie Zabeth and her infant
child as passengers, a privateer named Juan Buatista Elie came aboard the detained ship and
simply took them, either by force or with the collusion of Deyrem.47 As soon as Elie’s vessel
reached New Orleans, he sold mother and child into slavery. The buyer was Pierre Laffite.
Zabeth, however, almost immediately turned to the parish superior court, where in December
1805 she won her suit and their freedom.48 Laffite almost certainly did not get his money back
from Elie, money that he may well have borrowed from Carraby.Just why Laffite bought Zabeth is
unclear. He was not dealing commercially in slaves, at least not in 1805. Though he had no
established home of his own in New Orleans, however, Laffite may have needed a woman with
housekeeping experience, which Zabeth had from her time in Port-au-Prince. Whoever



mothered his son born in San Domingue, by 1805 she seems to have been out of the picture
and Pierre needed someone to take care of his boy, who presumably stayed with him whether
here or in Baton Rouge. Moreover, by this time he was involved with a woman who could use a
housekeeper, as there would be others on the way to care for as well.A three-tiered racial
structure—white, free black and mulatto, and slave—prevailed in New Orleans, as did a gender
imbalance imported with the influx of white men from San Domingue. Whites and free blacks
could not marry by law, and free blacks and slaves could not marry. However, if a working or
merchant class white male wanted to have feminine company on a stable basis, a mulatto
mistress offered an acceptable alternative to participating in the heavy competition for the few
eligible white women in the city. As a result, color lines blurred in New Orleans more than
anywhere else in the young United States.A visitor to the city the same year that Laffite first
arrived complained that there were taverns seemingly on every corner, open all hours, with white
and black, free and slave, mingling indiscriminately. Best known of them was “the famous house
of Coquet,” as the proprietor called it, “where all the scum is to be seen publicly.” Three years
earlier Bernardo Coquet opened his dance hall on St. Philip between Bourbon and Royal
Streets, only a few blocks from Pierre Laffite’s first residence in town. He originally intended it for
white and free black revelers, but quickly slaves in the city gathered there as well. Coquet held
dances every Sunday night, and twice a week during the annual Shrove Tuesday carnival in
February.In 1805 Coquet rented the St. Philip Street ballroom to Auguste Tessier, and in
November Tessier renamed the hall the Salle Chinoise and began holding two balls a week for
white men and free colored women. His operation would last until the summer of 1807 when
Coquet returned to continue the business under a succession of names, but maintained
Tessier’s practice of allowing no colored men to attend the dances. The intention that they be a
setting for liaisons was clear.The “quadroon balls” promoted a custom called plaçage, very likely
imported to New Orleans by the refugees from San Domingue, in which free mixed-blood
women paraded themselves before eligible white men hoping to make a match of convenience
and, if possible, romance.49 Meaning essentially “placement,” plaçage was economically far
more advantageous for a free black woman than a marriage with a free black male, and because
many quadroons had so little African blood that they were nearly white, they would not marry full
blacks or mulattoes, whom they considered socially inferior. Mothers sometimes contractually
placed their daughters at ages as young as thirteen or fourteen with white men, including
married men looking for mistresses. A virtual business arrangement was reached whereby the
woman became the man’s mistress and bore and raised his children, but he did not get to
cohabit with her until he had bought her a house, preferably near Rampart Street, and all the
trappings of domesticity, sometimes including slaves. (In New Orleans many free blacks owned
slaves, and 70 percent of those black slaveowners were women, who also owned much more
real estate than black men thanks to the gifts of their plaçage mates.50) He also agreed to
provide for her for life and for their children, and to give her a settlement if they separated. Any
children were regarded as “natural,” and were set apart from bastards. The men often gave the



young women some education, and taught their brothers a trade.Socially, New Orleans in 1805
disappointed some visitors, one complaining that there was scarcely a pane of window glass in
the city, and the streets were little more than rivulets of mud and water with decaying rats and
house pets in the puddles. “The eternal jabbering of French in the street was a sealed book to
us,” recalled Thomas Nicholls in 1840.51 Many of those French “jabberers” were the San
Domingue refugees who gathered at the “Café des Refugiés” or “Café des Émigrés” run by Jean
Thiot on Chartres Street, next door to the Hotel de la Marine, the haunt of gamblers and more
disreputable elements.52 Pierre Laffite probably visited there with his friends from earlier days
when in New Orleans, though most likely he did not meet Marie Louise Villard there, but at one
of Coquets or Tessier’s balls.53 She was about twenty-one years old, a free mulatto or quadroon
born in New Orleans about 1784 to a white father and a free black or mulatto mother Marie
Villard, who was of a family of free mixed blood Villards who had been in Louisiana since the
1760s.54 Pierre may not have entered into a formal plaçage arrangement with Marie Villard, for
among other things he seems hardly able to afford the upkeep of a woman in New Orleans, but
very soon she and Laffite began a relationship that would last for the next sixteen years.With
fear of slave revolt making refugees from San Domingue unwelcome in Louisiana, Laffite may
well have faced a coolness that made New Orleans less than hospitable, a situation only
compounded by his problems with Stephen Carraby. When Carraby determined that Pierre had
no real property in New Orleans that he could seize to satisfy his debt, he demanded that Laffite
be arrested and held to bail until he paid. Judge Thomas Kennedy summoned Pierre to appear
at the courthouse in the first week of August or else face judgment by default, but when the
sheriff, George Ross, tried to locate Pierre to serve the summons, he reported that Laffite was
nowhere to be found and had no known address.55Pierre Laffite may have taken his son and
Marie Villard with him, for now she was pregnant and dependent upon him, and he had not
installed her in a house of her own in New Orleans.56 Or more likely she remained in the city
living with relatives and keeping Pierre’s boy with her. Pierre probably went back to Baton
Rouge, where he had trading connections, and apparently he profited well enough on the trip
that he returned to New Orleans by November, openly and presumably without fear of
arrest.That was because he also came back with a new calling—slave dealer. Where he
acquired the slaves, or the money to buy them, is unclear, but that same November he sold two
young males for more than enough to satisfy the debt to Carraby and several hundred dollars to
spare.57 In the next five months he sold nine more slaves for a combined $4,880.58 It was a
small fortune to a man who the year before almost went to jail for a debt of $122. It was also a
revelation, as if Laffite needed one, that a man could spend months making pennies trading
upriver for hides and tallow, or acquire substantial affluence almost overnight by bringing black
gold from Africa to a hungry New Orleans marketplace. Of course one had to buy one’s stock
cheaply in order to realize a good profit, and to do that could mean stepping outside the law. But
then, seemingly everyone else was doing it, or looking the other way in order to realize their own
bargains.He might even have a partner in his brother Jean.Oh, who can tell, save he whose



heart hath tried,And danced in triumph o’er the waters wide,The exulting sense—the pulse’s
maddening play,That thrills the wanderer of that trackless way?THREEBrothers United1806–
1809FROM THE MOMENT of his birth in Pauillac to more than twenty years thereafter, Jean
Laffite’s life is a complete mystery, though it is virtually certain that at some point he chose the
sea for his livelihood. Unlike his brother Pierre, who would always be a land-bound merchant
dependent upon trade from the oceans, Jean walked the decks of the ships, and by early
manhood acquired enough experience before the mast to command merchant vessels at least.
He felt at home on the small sailing feluccas with their mainmast and triangular sails, the single-
masted schooners, and even the larger merchant brigantines that carried most of the oceanic
and Gulf trade. Where and how he acquired his seamanship is part of his mystery, though likely
he started on the Gironde estuary on vessels owned by or trading with his father. After that he
may have shipped on merchantmen, or even entered the French navy, but here, too, the page is
blank. He may just possibly have been in San Domingue in the merchant trade with Pierre by
1802.1 What is certain, though, is that by 1806 more than one “Captain Lafitte,” under varying
spellings, commanded merchant and privateering vessels in American waters, and one of them
was probably Pierre’s brother.2The most tantalizing possibility among them is the commander of
the French privateer La Soeur Cherie. She appeared off Louisiana in April 1804 accompanied by
two prize vessels. Her captain knew the locale well enough, or had aboard a sufficiently
knowledgeable pilot, to avoid the customs inspector at the Balize by entering the Mississippi
from a less used side channel. Territorial officials stopped her at the tiny post at Fort Plaquemine
a dozen miles upstream. The unarmed prizes were allowed to pass on, while the captain sent
word to the authorities in New Orleans that his ship was in distress. He asked permission to take
on fresh water and provisions and to come upriver to the city for refitting and repairs.3
Permission granted, he tied up at the city wharf after dawn on April 25.In New Orleans in 1804
the customshouse was run by about six people. Unlike their Spanish predecessors, American
officials did not yet search ships carefully. A ship arrived and the captain made his declaration of
the contents of his cargo and then unloaded it without problems. The passengers likewise made
their personal declarations, and then went on their way. If an irregularity were discovered later,
the ship could be seized, but by that time it was often gone.4 Now, once in port, the captain of La
Soeur Cherie told the governor that his ship was a French privateer outfitted and commissioned
at Aux Cayes on San Domingue in late September, and departed to cruise on October 7, 1803.
Claiborne seems to have believed him, though the beleaguered French on the island at that time
were probably no longer issuing letters of marque—privateering commissions. In fact, the
French commander at Aux Cayes, General Jean Baptiste Brunet, had surrendered his
command to the British just five days after the supposed departure of La Soeur Cherie. A week
later France and Spain signed an alliance, meaning that French private armed vessels—
privateers—could no longer prey on Spanish shipping, and certainly not out of San Domingue,
which by January had been declared independent and renamed Haiti. Hereafter privateer
activity for the French would only be against British shipping, and out of the Caribbean island



ports of Martinique and Guadeloupe.The captain’s story included taking the two prizes that had
accompanied him to the Mississippi, but then, he said, he nearly lost his vessel in a storm that
cost several crewmen their lives, and lost more men in desertions when the ship made landfall.
This, too, Claiborne apparently believed, though guardedly, for pleading damage at sea and a
need to refit was on its way to becoming a popular ploy for privateers wanting to come into port
to unload smuggled goods or to take on men and arms to continue privateering. Consequently
Claiborne ordered an inspection of the ship, including her armament, and forbade her from
taking aboard either arms or men. He also brought in an inspector, who reported back that since
landing, La Soeur Cherie had indeed lost more than a dozen men as deserters, but that most of
them were slaves from San Domingue. The story smelled of chicanery. The importation of
foreign slaves into the United States and its territories had been outlawed everywhere by 1803.
The so-called desertions sounded very much like a subterfuge for illegally bringing San
Domingue slaves into the territory for sale.This finally aroused enough suspicion in Claiborne
that he held the vessel in port until August. By then he had conclusive proof that the captain was
enlisting men, though not Americans, to fill out his crew, and that one of the two prizes in convoy
had tied up before reaching the city and sold her cargo, thus evading customs at the Balize and
New Orleans alike. Worse, though presented as being a Spanish prize, this vessel was in fact an
American ship taken while she traded with British Jamaica.5 Before Claiborne could take action,
however, La Soeur Cherie and her elusive captain had set sail and were gone.During the time he
spent in New Orleans, the commander of the mystery ship was known to the governor only as
“Captain La fette.”6 Nothing more is known of him.7 He might not have been Jean Laffite, but it is
certainly interesting that the same summer, only a few weeks before Claiborne allowed La Soeur
Cherie to leave in early August, Stephen Carraby believed that Pierre Laffite was about to leave
the territory, and on July 30, as the privateer made ready to leave port, Pierre could not be found
in the city. Of course, two months later Pierre was in Baton Rouge, but there exists at least the
possibility that the “Captain La fette” of La Soeur Cherie was Jean, and Pierre left with him to
escape his creditors, then made his way back to Spanish West Florida by another route. And
there exists as well the possibility that this brother freebooter was the source of Pierre Laffite’s
sudden supply of marketable slaves in late 1805 and early 1806.If Jean Laffite was the
commander of La Soeur Cherie, he might have been sailing out of San Domingue while Pierre
lived there, or even have helped in the ferrying of refugees to New Orleans. If he was a privateer
in 1804 or earlier, then he plied one of the growth industries of the Indies. Piracy had been a
problem in the Caribbean and the Gulf for two centuries, and in antiquity to prehistoric times.
Rather as beauty dwells in the eyes of the beholder, so piracy tended to lie in the point of view of
the victim. Broadly defined, piracy was the unlawful taking of one privately owned vessel by
another one. It was simple highway robbery on the seas. In time of war, however, the merchant
trade of each combatant became the legitimate prey not only of its opponents’ warships, but
also of private armed vessels, or privateers. In order to help finance its war effort while damaging
the economy of its enemies, a government issued letters of marque and reprisal to qualified



private vessels. The owners—and often they were whole syndicates of investors—armed,
equipped, and crewed their ships at their own expense, and posted a hefty cash bond as
guarantee that they would observe the rules of warfare and respect civilian life. The vessels were
supposed to be commissioned in a home port of the commission-granting country. Their crews
were supposed to be made up of a majority of men native to that country. They were to bring
their prizes into ports of the commissioning nation or a friendly nation, where a court of admiralty
was to hear testimony and examine ship’s papers and other evidence to decide whether the
prize was eligible for capture and lawfully taken. If the court awarded possession of the prize to
its captors, the prize ship and its cargo were sold and the proceeds shared between the crew,
the investors, and the government whose flag the privateer flew.Piracy was largely on the wane
in the Caribbean in 1800, but when war erupted in Europe as Napoleon set the continent on fire,
ripples extended to the west. Colonial possessions far from the protection of the mother
countries, and scattered and isolated amid tens of thousands of square miles of ocean, offered
tempting targets for entrepreneurs. As late as early 1804 a pirate vessel called the Favorite fell to
American naval arms off the Louisiana coast.8 However, after 1800 piracy was almost
unnecessary, for any men so disposed could easily legitimize their calling and protect
themselves from the hangman by taking letters of marque. Piracy did escalate modestly, chiefly
out of Cuba, and continued for another two decades before its demise, but the overwhelming
activity during this period would be by privateers. The English preyed on the French, the French
upon the English, and everyone went after the Spaniards’ vessels as Spain shifted from one side
to the other and back in Europe’s diplomatic waltz.Much as the United States tried to stay out of
the European imbroglio, domestic affairs in America encouraged privateering. For one thing,
America offered a market for privateers’ goods. The acquisition of vast new territory in the
Louisiana Purchase, the Industrial Revolution with its voracious appetite for textiles, and the
invention of the cotton gin that quickly and economically readied raw cotton for the loom
together created a huge demand for slave labor to till and harvest existing Southern fields and
the ones to be carved from Louisiana. A ban on the importation of foreign slaves could not have
come at a worse time for the Spanish slave ships plying a constant route from Africa to the
colonies of New Spain, especially Mexico and the islands. The ships were easy targets, and it
was no great challenge to smuggle the slaves into Louisiana for sale. Many an enterprising
American captain also took commissions from foreign governments, and the uprising on San
Domingue created an independent Haiti close to home.The revolution in San Domingue
spawned the heyday of the privateer. Once the insurgents drove out the French, Napoleon’s
agents commissioned virtually all who applied out of the French colonies Guadaloupe and
Martinique.9 Many of these privateers stopped American ships trading with the newly
independent Haitians, and some became justly famed, none more so than Captain Dominique,
or Frederick Youx. He began appearing in the West Indies prize courts in 1805 as captain of La
Superbe, an armed privateer owned by Jacques Plaideau, when he took three American ships
condemned in the prize court at Basseterre, Guadaloupe, and then sold them in Cuba.



Dominique lost his ship in action in October 1806 and escaped to his home in Baracoa, where
he would prove to be a hero of the defense of the port against British attack the following year.10
Also operating out of Guadaloupe was yet another Captain Lafitte, this one commanding a
corsair called Le Regulateur, which captured the American vessel Maria Mischief late in
1805.11This Lafitte may or may not have been Governor Claiborne’s nemesis of the year before,
but he represented a cause for grave concern all the same. By taking an American
merchantman, “Captain La fette” chose not to scruple overmuch on the nationality of his prizes
when there was profit at the end of the day. After 1803 British and French privateers frequently
took Yankee vessels, simply ignoring the rights of the weak, neutral United States. By 1805
British privateers cruised off the Balize waiting for any vessel, French or American, that offered a
good target. Claiborne warned Secretary of State James Madison that if the war in Europe
continued much longer, “I am fearful that the Gulph will be crowded with Privateers and that
much Spoliation on our Commerce will be committed.”12Claiborne’s words proved prophetic
when a number of ships out of New Orleans were taken by Spanish and English privateers in
late 1805 and early 1806, but the real explosion lay around the corner.13 Once again events in
Europe would be the spark. In 1806 Napoleon issued the Berlin Decree forbidding neutral ships
to enter or leave British ports, thus making them subject to his privateers. Britain responded with
its Orders in Council, forbidding neutral ships from using ports that excluded British shipping
unless they were carrying British goods from a British port. Between the English and French
actions, America’s merchant trade faced danger of extinction. Her vessels were at risk of seizure
no matter with whom she traded, and Britain was soon boarding Yankee ships at will and
impressing their crewmen into the Royal Navy. Jefferson responded that year with the
Nonimportation Act, banning the import of a range of British goods, and thus creating shortages
and demands that privateers and smugglers were all too ready to supply.Even before this the
privateers and amenable city merchants explored ways of getting goods to an increasingly
hungry market. A few less scrupulous New Orleans merchants such as Jean Blanque engaged
sailors who plied both sides of the law.14 Indeed, Blanque was the supposed consignee of the
cargo of “Captain La fette’s” prize British merchantman Hector; revealed later to be an impostor
smuggling goods under forged ship’s papers. In 1806 Blanque would be taken to federal court
for buying twenty-seven thousand pounds of coffee taken from an American vessel by a
privateer.15 The same Bartholomy Lafon who had been on San Domingue when Pierre Laffite
was there was selling ships in New Orleans in 1803, and was mixing his surveying and
mapmaking work with questionable commerce with Vera Cruz, Havana, and Charleston on his
large copper-bottomed privateer the Bellona.16 Renato Beluche, yet another veteran of the San
Domingue upheaval, ran his brig the Thomas to several Caribbean ports, generally to bring in
merchandise that some regarded as suspicious.17 Even the more upright merchants such as
Paul Lanusse traded in illegal slaves, in his case many more than he could have acquired
domestically. As the privateering trade grew, these merchants needed a place to warehouse
goods away from the eyes of customs and excise officials.18 Their Caribbean home bases were



too far away, but by the time “Captain La fette” came to New Orleans, some thought a closer
place looked promising.The spot lay fifty miles due south of the city in a wild and scarcely
inhabited place called Barataria Bay. The name itself is redolent of mystery and romance. In
Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote, Sancho Panza received the gift of an island called
Barataria. The Spaniards used words such as barato and baratura and baratillo to describe
cheap goods and bargain sales, which would certainly apply to the contraband being sold there.
Yet the name Barataria predates the establishment of smugglers on the bay. Perhaps it came
from barratry, or even from the French word for deceit, barat. A single pass, scarcely navigable
except to those who knew it well, led between two low sandy barrier islands, Grand Terre and
Grand Isle, into the bay itself. From there a series of bayous and lakes gave shallow-draft rowing
pirogues access to several points just below New Orleans, to the Mississippi several miles
upstream, or to Bayou Lafourche. This bayou, which did not have a protected harbor of its own at
its mouth, could transport goods far into the interior. In 1804 Grand Isle had at least one resident,
Jacques Reynard, a Revolutionary War veteran who called his sandy island “Grand Ille Des
Baratariare.”19 Yet for twenty years or more Barataria had been known to the French and
Spanish as something else, a sometime refuge for runaway slaves and what the Spaniards
called famosos picarônes—notorious scoundrels—a place where fugitives could lose
themselves for months.20 Smugglers and privateers could well make use of this bay as a base
for the operation Governor Claiborne so feared.If Jean Laffite spent some of his lost years
gaining experience in this murky privateering environment, his brother Pierre faced far more
mundane challenges in Louisiana, though his introduction to slave dealing showed him that he
did not have to live in penury. After his sudden flurry of slave sales, Pierre briefly disappeared
again, though he was hardly inactive. He may have made another visit to Baton Rouge, where
Elias Beauregard had engaged the engineer and fellow refugee Arsené Latour to survey town
lots for sale.21 But by April he was back in New Orleans with a new horizon in mind,
Pensacola.22Pierre spent almost three months intermittently making preparations, though
whether he was taking trade goods to the West Florida capital or intending to buy them there to
export back cannot be determined. Certainly he was not fleeing debt this time, for he had several
thousand dollars in hand. Surely, too, he meant to take the pregnant Marie and his son with him,
as he planned an extended residence in Pensacola.23 Amid the activity of readying his family
for the trip, he found time for a few routine bits of business, including appearing before notary
public Pierre Pedesclaux on April 21 to file a “to whom it may concern” affidavit that he had
witnessed the murder of his acquaintance Gabauriau at Cap Français some years before.24 All
too many refugees had to file such statements to establish deaths on San Domingue, and help
to settle estates back in France.In May Pierre went to Pensacola, probably to arrange for
lodgings for his family, and remained at least through the end of the month, but by early June he
was back in New Orleans.25 In his absence he arranged to spend $700 to buy a twenty-six-year-
old Congolese slave woman named Therese, probably to help Marie take care of the
household.26 Then he called on the Chartres Street merchant William St. Marc and leased a



slave man named Lubin to go to Pensacola as a cook.27It remained only to engage passage.
There were two ways to get from New Orleans to Pensacola. One was much the faster, an inland
waterway passage beginning outside the city at Lake Pontchartrain at the end of Bayou St. Jean,
then traveling eastward to Lake Borgne through a channel known as the Rigolets, and on east
into the Mississippi Sound and behind the protection of Cat, Ship, Horn, and Dauphin Islands, to
Mobile Bay, and thence to Pensacola. In the small, broad, flat-bottomed vessels that plied the
route, the trip was two to four days long and did not risk the Gulf hazards of storms and
privateers, though going through the Rigolets required a good pilot, and sailing Lake
Pontchartrain demanded skill at low water. The fare was usually five or six dollars per head, but
passengers also had to pay for their food. The boats sometimes made stops at Dauphin Island
or at Biloxi.28The alternative was to go via the mouth of the Mississippi and across the Gulf,
which could take three weeks due to the vagaries of water levels and the difficulty of navigating
the twists of the river with only wind power for headway and control. Loss of wind at the Balize
could halt a vessel for days or even weeks. Yet for a merchant traveling with goods, or a
household’s furniture and family, the longer passage was the more practical.In any event, the
only vessel scheduled for Pensacola the last half of June was the modest Louisa, owned and
operated by Captain Jean LaCoste, who sometimes dealt in slaves at Pensacola.29 Pierre
probably knew her captain and her quarters from his trip to Pensacola the month before.30 The
single-decked, two-masted schooner was cramped, just over forty-eight feet long and a mere
fourteen feet wide on the deck with no gallery to separate passengers from crew.31 But the
voyage would be brief, as she was small enough to take either route and the weather was
good.32 By June 27 they were aboard, and once in open water, with the prevailing westerly
winds, they could have put into the capital of Spanish West Florida as early as July 1.Pensacola
in 1806 presented a dramatic contrast to the New Orleans they left behind them. Pensacola lay
on a sandy plain stretching about a mile along the bay from which it took its name. Much of the
plain was not built on, and the town had fewer than fifteen hundred inhabitants, many of them
French and Canary Islanders, but mostly Spaniards who had left New Orleans a few years
earlier when Spain turned Louisiana over to Napoleon.33 Pensacola had been in decline since
the Spaniards took control from the British in 1784. It was a place of modest one-story Spanish
and two-story English houses, spread intermittently along Spanish-named streets so randomly
laid out that some were forty feet wide and others measured two hundred feet across, streets
that were sandy in dry weather and absolute mires when it rained. Most of the houses seemed
under constant threat of encroachment from the surrounding swamps. A visitor described even
the governor’s house as “wretched,” and the rest of the town as decaying.34 The only brick
structure in town was the mansion of merchant William Panton.35Pensacola afforded perhaps
the best harbor on the Gulf. It lay only two days from New Orleans in the best of times, three
days’ sail from Havana, five or six from Vera Cruz, and a day or so more to Jamaica, with
numerous ports even closer.36 Hence the surprise with which many travelers beheld its current
torpid economic climate. The English had established trades, and harvested masts and timber



and naval stores and furs from Indians as their main commerce. They had built numerous jetties,
warehouses, and wharfs, but under the Spanish only the mast and stores trade continued. With
no wharves, unloading ships’ cargoes was difficult, “lighters” being required to convey cargo
from ship to shore.37 Moreover, Pensacola had no industry other than brickmaking and some
lumbering, and there was scant trade and almost no local market. Inhabitants had no steady
supply of foodstuffs except locally raised beef, seafood from the Gulf, and truck vegetables
grown in private gardens. Even chickens and corn had to be imported from Mobile, while rice
and flour and all European provisions and wine came from New Orleans. The cost of their
transport doubled their price.38A few carpenters and artisans provided skilled work when they
felt like it, but there were no printers or tailors, nor blacksmiths, and no makers of consumer
products, and residents depended heavily on imports from Havana and New Orleans for any
hard goods. Even that foreign trade found no official encouragement from local Spanish rulers.
The port had been all but empty for several years, and Laffite would have found barely half a
dozen ships in the harbor when he arrived. Four or five schooners of ten to twenty-five tons, such
as the Louisa, brought passengers and freight from New Orleans, but that was about all.39
There was little or no hard currency in circulation, and what wealth existed lay almost exclusively
in land.40Virtually all commerce revolved around the Panton, Leslie Company. The company
exported cotton and yellow earth for stucco used in New Orleans, and enjoyed a monopoly on
the fur trade in the region. It had offices in London and the Bahamas and its agents were
Englishmen who traded with the local Indians for rum, muskets, powder, blankets, cloth, and
more. Even after the Spanish takeover, Panton, Leslie kept its monopoly, so the benefit of local
trade went to the English firms that sold goods to Panton, and the profits went to the company.
The company also imported merchandise for the town’s inhabitants, pretending it was trade
goods, which were exempt from import duty, and thus Spain got nothing though there were
customs inspectors at the port. Indeed, with so little trade otherwise, the inspectors collected
almost nothing. As a result, Panton had most of the hard cash in the colony in
1806.41Pensacola’s civil government was run by Vicente Folche, who doubled as mayor of the
town after Pensacola became capital of West Florida in 1803 following the Louisiana Purchase.
Spain maintained a garrison of about five hundred soldados, but only two hundred were ready or
fit for duty. Folche held a colonel’s rank as their military commander, and was aided by several
officers of staff rank. He also had the artisans, coopers, and carpenters needed to maintain the
vessels of a naval fleet, but Folche’s “fleet” was one small sloop.42 The governor at least made
efforts to revitalize Pensacola after 1803 when it stood on its own. He legalized general
commerce and abolished the import duty on goods from New Orleans, hoping to foster trade.
Now in 1806 Folche opened Pensacola to trade with all neutral nations, and the Americans
began to trickle in.43Most likely it was Folche’s liberalization of trade restrictions that brought
Pierre Laffite to Pensacola. Certainly it would not have been the social attractions. The gender
imbalance was even greater here than in New Orleans, with a third of the population white
males, more than four hundred of them unmarried.44 These male inhabitants, having few



chances for feminine companionship, passed their time playing, gambling, drinking at the town’s
one small tavern, and engaging in endless conversation at the billiard room that became the
social center of the place. Perhaps their boredom was the reason Pensacolans enjoyed a
reputation for being very hospitable to visitors.45Just how welcome Laffite felt is unknown. He at
least had an acquaintance with Governor Folche, and had probably developed some contacts
with Panton, Leslie during his merchant days at Baton Rouge. The lure for a man of his
entrepreneurial instincts was obvious. Panton, Leslie’s stranglehold on the economy may not
have left much hard cash for a merchant to squeeze out of local hands, but with more and more
Americans coming in and the liberalization of trade restrictions, money could be made.
Moreover, Spain’s hold on mainland North America appeared to be dramatically weakened after
Spain lost Louisiana to France and then to the Yankees. East and West Florida were now clearly
isolated by an American Georgia on the east and the Mississippi Territory on the west, with
British Alabama in between. The activities of men like the Kempers threatened to wrest West
Florida from Spain, especially with the encouragement of outside American supporters. If West
Florida became American, attached either to Louisiana or Mississippi, then those who were in
place early on could hope to reap fortunes.Probably most persuasive was Pierre’s realization of
the money to be made in slaves. The prohibitions against importing foreign slaves to Louisiana
and elsewhere in the United States presented a serious obstacle to him. The Constitution
prevented Congress from taking any all-encompassing action against the African slave trade
through the end of 1807, but everyone could anticipate that as soon as that restriction expired,
statute legislation would be passed abolishing slave importation everywhere and permanently.
Spain observed no such ban, however, meaning that Laffite could acquire as many Africans as
he wished in Pensacola, and then use his expanding grasp of the back roads and bayous of
Louisiana to introduce them into the territory for the sort of profit he had realized so recently in
New Orleans. Indeed, on July 6, within a week of his arrival, the largest public slave sale to date
in Pensacola occurred. Eighteen blacks just arrived from Africa aboard the Success went on the
block, some bringing as much as $350.46 Most likely the buyers were not the cash-strapped
Pensacolans, but men from Louisiana come to buy illicit stock that they could then smuggle
home either to work their plantations or else to sell.The public demonstration of the money to be
made inspired Pierre to a spontaneous, and ill-advised, attempt to capitalize on the presence of
eager buyers who had cash left after the sale. On July 10 he engaged to sell the slave cook
Lubin to François Bellestre of New Orleans. The fact that Bellestre paid $700, double the best
price realized for any slave at the recent auction, apparently overcame any qualms Pierre might
have had about selling what was not his to sell. After the fact he sent a letter to St. Marc asking
permission to sell the cook. When St. Marc refused, Laffite was trapped by his own hasty action,
but being outside the jurisdiction of a Louisiana court now and for the foreseeable future, he
probably felt little fear of the repercussions.47For the next three years Pierre Laffite remained in
Pensacola all or most of the time, and Marie Villard with him.48 Indeed, they were not there long
before the little family began to grow. First, probably before the end of the year, Marie gave birth



to a daughter they named Catherine Coralie Laffite. Barely a year later in late 1807 or early 1808
appeared a younger brother Martial—or Martin—Firmin Laffite.49 Marie may have given birth to
yet another child, Jean Baptiste, late in 1808 or early 1809.50 And at some point their home took
in Marie’s sister Catherine or Catarina, whom they called Catiche—a common nickname for girls
of her name, especially if diminutive in stature.51If his family prospered, Pierre may not have
done so well commercially. On September 17, 1806, a devastating hurricane hit the Gulf coast,
the worst storm for thirteen years and likely Pierre’s first experience with the potential fury of the
region’s weather. In New Orleans it damaged every vessel in port but one, and flattened the
sugarcane fields for miles around.52 Then in 1807 Enrique, the Chevalier de Peytavin, drew the
eyes of the authorities looking into unlawful slaves being smuggled into Baton Rouge. Peytavin
and his family did a lot of slave buying and selling in this period, and if an operator of his scale
attracted attention, it could hardly make the efforts of smaller entrepreneurs like Laffite any
easier.53 Nor does Pierre appear to have done much business with Panton, Leslie, or the other
principal local merchants.54 If he did, especially in slaves, then most probably it was of the sort
that he had by now learned required subterfuge and discretion.More important, events on a
broader stage would soon persuade him that the marketplace was shifting. Aaron Burr’s 1806
effort to carve out a new empire in Spanish Texas had failed, but it attracted the attention of men
across the region, for with Spain weakening, Texas offered cheap land and resources for the
taking and, in the right hands, a plump market for slaves.More immediately, after the failure of
the Nonimportation Act, Jefferson began considering an outright embargo prohibiting all
American trade with foreign ports. Congress passed the measure in December 1807, virtually
closing all lawful commerce with other nations. Despite the enforcement acts that followed, the
embargo would completely fail to accomplish its purpose of ending trade with England and
France. Rather, it fostered the eruption of the nascent smuggling trade on the Gulf. Meanwhile
Britain wound up with all but a monopoly on the Atlantic carrying trade.If the embargo and
nonintercourse laws made smuggling lucrative, the contraband trade led naturally to
privateering, and ultimately to piracy. Congress on March 1, 1807, directed that piracy be
suppressed, and looked to the navy to do so, but even before then Washington realized that the
United States Navy was too small to be effectual.55 When Congress inaugurated a new year
with the January 1, 1808, abolition of America’s African slave trade, the legislators only added
one more incentive to those who sought to profit by circumventing the laws of the United
States.Most immediately affected was Louisiana, where planters feared that the abolition would
ruin them because sugar, cotton, and indigo could not be cultivated without cheap labor. Neither
could the planters keep the levees repaired to hold back the river while the climate made it
impossible to get white men to do the work ordinarily performed by slaves. In several years
interstate trade would begin to address the slave shortage, but until then smuggling was the only
answer, and Louisiana’s complex and virtually unpolicable coastline and interior waterways
worked to the advantage of those willing to take great risks for great rewards. Indeed, on April
14, 1808, two American ships brought ninety-eight blacks to New Orleans in brazen defiance of



the ban.56 It was only the beginning, and hereafter the illicit slave trade on the Gulf would be
inextricably linked with the corsairs.Seemingly every available French vessel turned to
privateering. Louis Aury, a career adventurer from France who came to the New World
determined to make himself a fortune and a name, was in San Domingue serving on privateers
prior to the French being driven out. “Corsairs are the only French boats, war or merchant, in this
country,” he wrote in September 1808. “They wage war as loyally as the ships of his imperial
majesty.”57 Though French privateers were officially commissioned to act against British
vessels, they wanted the fat Spanish ships laden with slaves and Mexican gold, and took
advantage of Spain’s alliance with Britain after 1808 when she revolted against and briefly
deposed Napoleon’s brother Joseph to restore her own monarchy. Meanwhile the United States
and Spain all but severed relations that year as a result of the British alliance and Jefferson’s
embargo, which threatened to starve Baton Rouge and West Florida. Hostility to Spain grew
rapidly in American minds, and rumors of war spread. Just as when Pierre Laffite was living in
Baton Rouge, war between Spain and the United States did not promise to be good for
business. Besides, the slave market was now in New Orleans, as Pierre well knew, and the
explosion of privateers bringing much wanted goods to a hungry market that did not scruple at
buying outside the law suggested that the enterprising man move his base once again.In a futile
effort to put down privateering, Congress passed a Restriction Act forbidding all vessels in
United States waters from interfering with the vessels of any other nation’s commerce in those
waters. Thanks to the wording of the legislation, however, the privateers had no trouble evading
the law, and soon they made New Orleans the point of sale for their takings. “The sea, in fact, at
that time swarmed with legalized pirates,” recalled Commodore David Porter, whom Jefferson
charged with suppressing piracy in the Gulf in 1808. Spain and the United States did cooperate
to the extent of offering large rewards for the capture of certain members of the freebooter
community, especially the Frenchmen, but to little avail. Porter took command in New Orleans
with twenty gunboats and a naval station ashore, only to find that the bays and inlets of the coast
were already the resort of smugglers and pirates under British, French, and Spanish
flags.“These gentlemen were continually hovering on our coasts, and in default of finding
enemy’s ships would seize upon our own, upon one pretext or another, for which outrages our
people obtained little redress,” he complained. Many privateers chose to refit and resupply in
New Orleans since the city had no garrison and foreign warships did not go there. “As they spent
their money freely, the local authorities rather encouraged their presence,” Porter discovered.
“These desperadoes, mixing with the dissolute part of the population, kept the town in a
continual state of turmoil.”58 In fact, just after Porter took command in August, several mob
fights erupted on the city levee between American sailors and those of France, Spain, and Italy.
A number of men were killed or injured in the melees, and Porter concluded that “there was
certainly a large number of dangerous characters in New Orleans requiring the utmost vigilance.”
It presented a serious challenge to any commander to preserve law and order, for “there were so
many ‘choice spirits’ in and around New Orleans always ready for desperate enterprises, that



the forces of the army and navy were always in readiness to preserve order.”59Worse, the local
authorities, animated by the sympathies of a populace that wanted to keep slaves and consumer
goods coming into Louisiana, seemed happy to encourage the violations of the embargo. “The
district attorney evidently winked at piracies committed in our waters and at the open
communication kept up between these depredators and the citizens of New Orleans,” Porter
complained.60 He discovered that he could not interfere without colliding with the civil
authorities and merchants who had connections in Washington that could cost him his position,
or even career.The ingredients were all in place: a market starving for slaves and luxury goods
regardless of the source; a district attorney and court system inclined to cast blind eyes on
malefactors who provided consumer goods; a large population primarily of French origin who felt
hostility toward their new American masters and a corresponding disregard of their laws; a Gulf
teeming with newly made privateers anxious to prey on any vessel they could take; an
international political climate sufficiently fluid that any privateer could find some flag under which
to claim legitimate service; and Spain’s New World colonies on the verge of widespread revolt. It
was a recipe for opportunity, primarily at Spain’s expense, from which everyone else could
benefit, even the officially opposed United States, which secretly hoped to take more of the New
World away from Spain—a cause in which the privateers could be excellent unofficial and
unpaid allies.All that was needed were daring men to grasp the opportunity. By 1809 Pierre
Laffite decided that he would be one of them, though it meant his return to New Orleans. Surely
it was no coincidence that at virtually the same time his brother Jean finally came to
Louisiana.No matter where—their chief’s allotment this;Theirs, to believe no prey nor plan
amiss.But who that CHIEF? his name on every shoreIs famed and fear’d—they ask and know no
more.FOURBrothers in Business1809–1811ONCE AGAIN affairs beyond their immediate
horizon guided the Laffite brothers, finally bringing them together once and for all. Pierre may not
have been back to New Orleans after leaving for Pensacola, though during those years he may
have made a visit or two to Baton Rouge and Point Coupée to buy and sell slaves.1 Then on
March 25, 1809, Congress repealed the unpopular Embargo and replaced it with a Non-
Intercourse Act that opened the United States to trade with all nations except Britain and France,
and thus made trade with Spain legal once more. To the extent that Laffite had moved to
Pensacola in order to evade the Embargo and deal in Spanish goods, that reason was gone.In
May 1809 something much more dramatic happened that helped to draw him back to New
Orleans. When San Domingue finally fell to the insurgents in 1803, Cuba was the closest place
for refugees, and they began streaming there early that year. More than twenty-seven thousand
of them came, and for several years they were welcome. But in March 1808 Napoleon occupied
Madrid and put his brother Joseph on the throne of Spain, and in Cuba the Spaniards reacted
against the refugees. On April 11, 1809, the colonial governor issued a proclamation evicting all
Frenchmen who were not naturalized citizens, giving them no more than forty days to leave.2
Most of the refugees had no choice but to sell their property at the mercy of speculators, and
then began the parade of vessel after vessel, many of them French privateers, transporting the



fugitives to Charleston, Baltimore, Norfolk, and Louisiana. Between May 10 and August 19 at
least fifty-five ships landed in New Orleans, forty-eight of them from Santiago, six from Baracoa,
and one from Havana.3In 1805 New Orleans had 8,475 people. By December 1809, 9,059
refugees had stepped ashore at the levee. Of them, 2,731 were white, 3,102 were free colored,
and 3,226 were slaves. Another thousand came in the early months of 1810, and one thousand
others remained from the 1803 wave of refugees. This influx affected an already unbalanced
population makeup.4 Whereas previously in New Orleans less than one-fifth of the population
were free colored, over a third of the refugees were such. In fact, the largest single group of
refugees were free women of color, some 1,377. These new free women of color had fewer
children, allowing them more freedom to earn employment, and thus compete with the existing
population. As for competing for men, the arrivers only made a poor situation worse. In 1809 the
city had 195 white men over fifteen for every 100 white women of the same age. However, in the
free colored community, there were only 31 adult men for every 100 women, leaving even more
unattached free colored women to seek livelihood and partners.5Initially the mayor and civic
leaders thought this new influx of free blacks to be quite desirable. Some had money and the
rest had needed skills.6 American authorities, too, welcomed the exiles at first. The local army
commander General James Wilkinson told a deputation of them just a week before the eviction
order that they had American sympathy, and promised them sanctuary in America.At the same
time, however, he reminded them of the recent and absolute ban on importing slaves into the
country. The navy had vessels cruising the Louisiana coast from March to May 1809 looking for
smugglers, and as illicit activity went on the rise, reduced the distance between patrolling
stations for more careful scrutiny.7 In March Porter took two vessels, the USS Vesuvius and the
USS Alligator, on an extensive patrol to acquaint himself with the coastline. He spotted one
French corsair and pursued it to Barataria, where he lost the quarry.8Not all of them got away,
however, and that July the United States District Court tried the owners of the schooner Santa
Rita for bringing slaves in from Cuba the previous summer.9 Even earlier, on May 25, during the
first wave of refugee arrivals, the same schooner Louisa that took Laffite to Pensacola was
detained and searched by Collector of Customs William Brown when he caught it coming in the
river with fifteen slaves from Santiago that the captain intended to sell. The United States
attorney Philip Grymes filed a charge against her at the District Court, and on June 20
authorities seized her and her cargo at anchor. Her owner made the pettifogging plea that as he
had not actually sold any slaves in the United States, he had not technically violated the law.10
As evidence that Commodore Porter’s complaint about the local district attorney had some
substance, the owner’s frail plea saved him his ship, for within a week the Louisa was back on
her way to Pensacola on her old route.11The exiles could come, but they could not legally
import their slaves. For refugees forced practically to give away most other property, slaves, if
they had them, were their only transportable capital assets other than currency. When their ships
arrived, Governor Claiborne allowed the refugees, including free colored people, to come
ashore, but their slaves had to remain aboard the ships. He then ordered the vessels impounded



to prevent them from either departing with the property of the refugees or secretly allowing that
property to come ashore. For several months many of the refugees lived on the charity of
sympathetic New Oceanians while their slaves lived on the ships.At last in July Claiborne
allowed the slaves to come ashore if their owners posted bond guaranteeing that the blacks
would be produced if and when required as the local federal court or Washington decided
whether or not they could stay as exceptions to the recent law. In November when the British
took San Domingue, leading U.S. authorities to expect even more French refugees, Claiborne
wanted them to be told to go elsewhere.12 For the moment, however, Claiborne asked that the
law be relaxed to allow the refugees to bring their slaves with them, and Congress passed such
an exception that summer.13Many of the refugees had nothing else, and found themselves
forced to sell their slaves to the anxious market, sometimes at prices lower than real value. This
alone might have lured Pierre Laffite back to New Orleans. In either case, he did not need long
to take advantage of the situation. On July 29 he bought his first slave from Pierre Bourg, and
two days later sold the slave for $425.14 Within a few weeks he made $600 more from the sale
of another black, an Islamic Mandingan quite certainly from Africa via one of the San Domingue
refugees.15Marie Villard may have had some relatives among the new arrivals, for an Antoine
Villard, a mulatto “gaboteur” or seaman from Mole, San Domingue, came that summer.16
Perhaps some Laffite cousins were also among the exiles.17 What is certain is that sometime
during this influx of San Domingue refugees, Jean Laffite came to Louisiana intent on remaining.
His arrival now, combined with his unquestionable experience at sea, put him in the mainstream
of a number of other men of his stamp who were coming to Louisiana.French privateers were
still off American shores, and still attacking United States shipping in the Caribbean. Baracoa
and other Cuban ports had been their bases until the expulsion of the refugees that spring.18
Some of these sailors, remnants of the naval and military forces evicted from San Domingue in
1803, had become little more than freelance pirates. Some French privateers had also operated
out of San Domingue, now sharing the island with Haiti, until this year, when San Domingue fell
to the British and they, too, sought new bases at Guadaloupe, the last remaining French colony
in the West Indies. Within a year Guadaloupe, too, would fall to the British.19 With no French
ports to call home, the corsairs turned to the coast of Louisiana where even if the authorities
were not amenable, the chiefly French and Creole population welcomed the wares they could
provide. San Domingue refugees in New Orleans such as Henri de Ste. Geme financially backed
some of the corsairs.20 Moreover, the wild coastline afforded both hiding and good anchorages,
especially at Barataria. One who made the change of base was Louis Aury, by this time an
experienced privateer commander and almost certainly a Laffite acquaintance.21 Many free
men of color from San Domingue also made the move, most notably Lieutenant Colonel Joseph
Savary.22When the United States and Spain severed diplomatic relations in 1809, it was an
open door for privateers, for now taking Spaniards’ property was almost patriotic, if still not legal.
In fact, the corsairs were essentially pirates, for their prizes had to be taken to an admiralty court
run by the corsairs’ commissioning nation for adjudication to declare them lawful seizures, but



now there were no French admiralty courts in the Caribbean and France was too far to take the
prizes. The privateers seized upon the expedient tried by “Captain La fette” back in 1804 by
transferring captured cargo to their holds, then bringing their ships to New Orleans pretending to
be making emergency stops for repairs. Once there, they secretly sold their goods. They flew the
French flag because Spain was then allied with Britain and at war with France, and because
most merchant vessels in the Caribbean were Spaniards, and they made easy prizes. But the
privateers were not necessarily French ships or crews. Some managed to outfit and crew
themselves in New Orleans in spite of neutrality laws, and it was well known what they are
doing.23Just when Jean Laffite arrived in Louisiana is uncertain, but he was there very close to
the time that Pierre returned, and may have come to New Orleans captaining a corsair vessel
bringing a load of refugees.24 However, he appeared in New Orleans rarely if at all during his
first year or two in Louisiana, choosing instead to base himself at Barataria. The pass into the
bay lay at the west end of the island, usually running nine or ten feet of water at good tide, deep
enough for most of the privateer vessels but too shallow for more substantial warships. Behind
the island sat the best harbor on the coast, remote and difficult of access from New Orleans,
and almost unsettled.25 Looking inland, the bay extended about eighteen miles and ended on
the horizon, so it was a good sail to get to the bayous. Small islands covered with weeds, marsh
grass, and brush pocked the bay’s waters.Grand Terre, one of the barrier islands on either side
of the pass, was six miles long and one to three miles wide, and barely more than marsh in most
places. Indians once made use of it, though they may have been gone by this time. The highest
point on the island rose to not more than five feet. A few groves of large live oaks provided some
shade, and a so-called oak ridge ran along the island. Masses of driftwood washed up on the
shore, brought down the Mississippi to the Gulf. Southerly winds prevailed, especially in
summer, making the few small trees lean permanently toward the north. Perhaps due to the
wind, there were no really bothersome insects, though the few mosquitoes were big and
ferocious. The bay boasted an abundance of redfish and spotted trout, with oysters, crabs,
terrapin, and shrimp all to be taken easily in the surrounding waters. Fruit and vegetables grew
well.26 An island aptly called Petite Isle sat just behind Grand Terre, the two being separated by
a brackish bayou.A scattering of salvagers, scavengers, and coastal recluses lived on a
semipermanent basis either on Grand Isle across the pass or in the vicinity. After the Embargo, a
few of the fishermen there began operating a contraband trade from Grand Terre, chiefly off-
loading goods from captured vessels onto American ships and then taking their cargoes under
false shipping papers to New Orleans.27 Following the foreign slave trade prohibitions these
men began smuggling in a modest fashion. But until the influx of privateers denied French ports,
the operations on Grand Terre were never extensive or organized. That would change once the
Laffite brothers reunited.It may not have happened overnight, but by the fall of 1809 men in New
Orleans knew that a man seeking slaves could get them fresh from Africa at a good price at
Grand Terre if he felt no unease about circumventing the law. Even men of prominence such as
attorney John Randolph Grymes had no qualms about referring buyers to the barracón, or slave



barracks, on the island where privateers kept blacks pending sales. By November Grymes was
suggesting that customers get in touch with the man one buyer’s son called “the notorious
Captain Lafitte.”28He had to mean Jean, for Pierre was neither a captain nor notorious. Just
what Jean Laffite had done to achieve notoriety can only be surmised, but if he was the captain
of La Soeur Cherie, then he might still be remembered in New Orleans, and as “notorious,” and
more so now for his known association with the growing band of miscreants at Barataría.29 If he
had been a privateer captain, he seems to have abandoned the trade for something more
lucrative and less hazardous, and there lay the entrepreneurial genius of the Laffites. Privateers
risked the hazards of the sea, capture or death at the hands of the Spaniards, and arrest and
prosecution by the United States. Here Pierre’s experience as a merchant came into play. If the
privateers limited their risk by landing their goods on Grand Terre rather than trying to bring their
ships into New Orleans, the Laffites could act as middlemen between supply and market, either
bringing buyers to the island in the case of slaves, or else getting the merchandise to New
Orleans via means less dangerous than coming in through the port and its customs officers.30
By the fall of 1809 the Laffites had a modest smuggling operation well founded, matching buyers
with well-established slave importers. Jean took buyers to Grand Terre to make the sales, while
Pierre stayed in New Orleans to handle the Laffites’ business affairs there.31For the moment,
their notoriety cannot have been great, for their names were entirely absent from the public
press and the private correspondence of those charged with apprehending violators of the
customs and slave laws. Indeed, complaints about Barataria were few as yet. Both Pierre and
Jean moved freely in and out of the city. Pierre rented a house for himself and his family,
probably on St. Ann Street, and Jean stayed with them when he was in town.32 People started
to take note of Pierre. He was thirty-nine years old. Visitors saw a robust, powerfully built man of
above middle height—about five feet, ten inches tall—with a light complexion and light brown
hair growing or combed low over his forehead. Piercing dark eyes that were just a little crossed
flashed from his face. When he spoke English with his heavy French accent, his teeth were
brilliantly white.33Jean began to be noticed, too, and he presented a different aspect from his
brother. He was tall, perhaps as much as an inch or two over six feet, and well proportioned. He
wore side whiskers down his chin, and the pale cast of his skin despite his time at sea created
an arresting contrast with his large dark hazel eyes and dark hair.34 He, too, showed unusually
white teeth, and where Pierre may have been rather ungainly, Jean liked to dress in style and
displayed some grace and elegance in his manner in spite of unusually narrow feet and small
hands. He impressed people as an easy and genial conversationalist, and liked to tell stories of
his experiences, no doubt with embellishments. “He would stand and talk upon any serious
matter, with one eye shut, for hours, and at such times had rather a harsh look,” recalled an
acquaintance. “But he was tall and finely formed; his manners were highly polished, and in his
pleasant moods, one who did not know him would have suspected him for being anything but a
pirate.”35Jean had no trouble finding company among the many quadroon women of the town.
That fall he was seen at Coquets St. Philip Street Ballroom in the company of a woman so



slender she seemed barely out of girlhood, whose “liquid black eyes” dazzled one of Jean’s
acquaintances. Jean and Pierre appeared together, too, both playing occasionally at the
ballroom’s gaming tables.36 Jean’s sociability worked to the brothers’ benefit, for there were
good connections to be made in New Orleans. Latour, a fellow refugee from San Domingue, now
divided his time between the city and Baton Rouge making surveys for Livingston and other
landowners. Before long Latour opened an office at the intersection of Royal and Orleans and
began moving in important city circles, as well as buying slaves, including five masons in a
single day, possibly from the Baratarian establishment. Soon he and both Laffite brothers knew
one another.37 The Laffites may also have had some passing acquaintance with the lawyer
Livingston, who was not universally popular just now, having been attacked as a Jefferson
favorite and thus linked with the hated Embargo and Non-Intercourse acts.38Much broader
cultural forces favored the success of the Laffites. The social mix of New Orleans worked in their
interest. By 1810 the population was 24,552, of whom a mere 3,200 were English or American
and the rest all French and Spanish. This refugee community and the French-Spanish creóles
were generally in unison politically, arrayed often bitterly against the American element in the
city. Since the American authorities opposed the nascent Baratarian enterprise, the refugee-
Creole alliance naturally favored it.39 “The foreign Frenchmen residing among us take great
interest in favour of their countrymen, and the sympathies of the Creoles of the Country (the
descendants of the French) seem also to be much excited,” complained one of the Americans to
whom the French were much less welcoming.40 More frank was the secretary of the Louisiana
Territory, Thomas Robertson, who complained in April that the most recent arrivals from San
Domingue were “desperadoes from St. Yago de Cuba accustomed to piracies and connected
with the parties who furnish them with every facility to escape forfeitures or punishment.”41The
Laffites could not help but benefit from such sympathies. Besides hanging out with gamblers
and the rougher sort at the Café des Refugiés and the Hotel de la Marine, the Laffites likely
spent time at Turpin’s cabaret at Marigny and the levee, which sold groceries and liquor, had
accommodations, and became the regular haunt of the Baratarians when in town.42 In such
environs, the brothers became well known to a population who were refugees like them, driven
to make common cause in their effort to survive in their new home. It helped that Claiborne
continued trying to keep slaves and free men of color out of Louisiana, never losing his fear of an
outbreak of violence.The first privateers caught attempting to smuggle goods into New Orleans
under the pretext of needing repairs came early that year. The Due de Montebello was sighted in
February off the mouth of the Mississippi, followed by L’Epine, and then L’Intrépide.43 Aboard
the first Porter found a number of blank privateering commissions, making it evident that
commissions were to be filled out in New Orleans for vessels fitted out there, in violation of the
international requirement that corsairs be commissioned in a home port of their commissioning
nation. Porter learned at the same time that more than half a dozen other privateers were
cruising off his coast, some expecting to come into New Orleans on similar pretenses. They
were taking on their cannon unlawfully within Louisiana territorial waters at Breton Island, barely



ten miles from the mouth of one of the passes into the Mississippi. With the dull and sluggish
sailing ketches that made up most of his fleet, Porter had little hope of catching them at sea.44
When the three privateer ships came into the river and anchored in the stream, Porter took his
modest gunboats out to confront them and demanded their surrender for violations of the laws.
They asked to be allowed simply to leave, and then New Orleans friends of the privateers asked
him to let them go. Porter refused both requests, at last threatening to open fire on the corsairs if
they did not surrender. They yielded and were taken to the city, though not incarcerated.
Immediately the townspeople rose in an uproar, outraged that the privateers roamed the city at
will, expecting that the district attorney would get their vessels released. Philip Grymes told
Porter that he had no authority to interfere with the privateers, but Porter insisted that he had
properly libeled the vessels as prizes before the United States District Court on Royal Street,
and that Grymes had no alternative but to try the privateers on the government’s behalf. He even
threatened to send them to another jurisdiction in Savannah, Georgia, and the district attorney
finally agreed to try the case. The ships’ crews stayed relatively peaceful while the issue
remained unsettled, but when the case went to trial they came to the courthouse and acted in a
threatening manner. The court charged the vessels’ owners with unlawfully fitting out a privateer
within the United States, and the intimidation seemed to work as Judge Dominic Hall decided
that no proper nonintercourse law existed between the United States and Britain, and thus there
were no restrictions on British goods coming into the country. In July the accused won an
acquittal.45Incensed, Porter complained to his superiors of “the many embarrassments thrown
in my way by publick officers here.” Disgusted, and castigating both Claiborne and district
attorney Grymes, he announced almost petulantly in May that he would “decline making any
further exertions to break up the system of iniquity that has been attempted by the privateers,”
including efforts to prevent illicit privateers being fitted out in New Orleans. If the government
replaced Grymes, however, Porter would renew his efforts.46Porter found himself so reviled in
New Orleans that he began watching where he walked and keeping a guard at his home at night.
Bitterly he quipped that he would be safer in the corsair lair at Guadaloupe than in Louisiana.
Finally the court condemned the boats and ordered their sale as legitimate prizes taken for
violation of the Embargo and other laws, but their captains and owners began to hound Porter.
Porter asked Judge Hall to take steps to protect him, but Hall showed either little interest or little
ability to do so, and finally late in May Porter and his family returned to Washington.47 Even
then, for years afterward the privateer captains badgered him with personal suits for detaining
them and for their loss of property, forcing Porter eventually to engage attorney Edward
Livingston, the brother of Robert Livingston, to defend him.48 This was a delicious irony, in that
Robert Livingston had successfully defended the owners of the Due de Montebello. It was his
first, though not his last, case in the pay of privateers and smugglers, which would not have
escaped the notice of the Laffites.49 Porter finally resigned in July 1810, sick of what he saw as
Claiborne’s vanity, General Wilkinson’s pomposity, and the attitude of the local officials and
leading townsmen, convinced that “they all looked upon the country as a big orange which they



had a good right to squeeze.”50Thus the corsairs fooled no one for long. Almost immediately
complaints of their deceptions appeared in that segment of the city’s press that was more
attached to the laws than to the French community.51 Privateers sailing under Napoleon’s flag
and letters of marquee were pathetically obvious, complained an editor in April. Napoleon had
not a foot of land in the West Indies nor was his flag permitted to enter any port on the continents
of South or North America.52 A few New Orleans merchants such as Joseph Sauvinet even
armed and equipped their own privateers pretending French service, directly in violation of the
neutrality laws. Sauvinet’s brig L’Intrépide sailed from New Orleans in February 1810 bound to
the Leeward Islands, where she took aboard a French captain who then brought her back to
New Orleans pretending to be a French privateer.53Shifts in the Caribbean’s balance of power
set off a four-year heyday for privateering out of Barataria.54 It began even before the fall of
Guadaloupe. In December 1809 the 250-ton brig Constance had been run aground off the
mouth of the Lafourche by privateers who then stripped her down to her hull, leaving only
several hundred barrels of salt too heavy to carry away. After taking the plundered goods up the
Lafourche to the tiny village of Donaldsonville, where the bayou met the Mississippi, they got the
brig back afloat and brought her to the Balize early in January. Authorities in New Orleans tried
to prevent the prize brig from being sold as a legitimate capture in their port, and meanwhile
alerted the temporary customs collector at Donaldsonville, Walker Gilbert, to be on the alert for
the hidden booty before it could be raised from its hiding place and smuggled into New
Orleans.55Once the French privateers began to base themselves at Barataria and its environs,
they would follow essentially the same course. There were four main smuggling routes from
Barataria Bay to New Orleans. One went up Bayou St. Denis or Grand Bayou through Lake
Salvador to the Mississippi at Carrolton. Another went up Wilkinson’s Bayou north then east. A
third followed the Big Bayou Barataria, and the fourth used Little Bayou Barataria through Bayou
Rigolets.56 All of them brought the goods to points on the Mississippi well below New Orleans,
yet well above the customs inspector at the Balize, and from these points either buyers or the
smugglers could take them into the city for disposal. These Barataria routes and the Lafourche
were virtually modus operandi that the Laffites would use for at least the next three years.Since
the Laffites were already on the scene and knew the routes to and from Grand Terre, visiting
French corsairs naturally turned to them to dispose of prize goods and share in the proceeds.
Thus, the supply probably initially came to the Laffites without their seeking it, but word of mouth
among the corsairs only guaranteed that their business would grow. Latour commented on a
sale by public auction at Grand Terre at which he saw people from all over lower Louisiana. Nor
did the buyers make any attempt to hide the business they were at. In the streets of New Orleans
Latour saw traders giving and receiving orders for goods purchased at Barataria, with no more
care for secrecy than if they were ordering from Philadelphia or New York. “The most
respectable inhabitants of the state, especially those living in the country, were in the habit of
purchasing smuggled goods coming from Barataria,” observed Latour. The goods were subject
to official confiscation if discovered, but this hardly retarded the trade, for what got by the



customs officers was highly profitable for the traders, as they bought the goods cheaply due to
the quantity brought in by the privateers and the fact that no duty was attached. The privateers
were usually anxious to sell so they could get on another cruise, which made them dispose of
their goods even more cheaply, and all to the benefit of the Laffites and the others who plied
their trade.57Early in May Treasury Secretary Albert Gallatin advised Thomas Williams, the
customs collector in New Orleans, that the Non-Intercourse Act had expired and a new law
enacted that excluded from American ports any British and French privateers, whether publicly
or privately owned. Any French corsairs already in New Orleans in violation of the Non-
Intercourse Act prior to its expiration were still to be prosecuted, which only guaranteed that the
freebooters would continue to haunt Barataria instead.58 Officials increased their watchfulness,
and at the Balize, though he knew of no specific cargoes of contraband goods being smuggled,
customs officer Chauncey Pettibone told Williams that he had no doubt but that “vast quantities
of them are carried to New Orleans every week.”59 Meanwhile, when French privateers and their
Spanish prizes were impounded in New Orleans, the federal officials were altogether lax in
prosecuting the cases, allowing many if not most of the privateers to sell their cargoes and leave.
The Spanish consul in the city, Diego Morphy, began to lodge protests with Williams as early as
May, and thereafter his complaints became commonplace as he vainly demanded that the
captured goods be returned to the Spaniards who claimed rightful ownership.60 The blind eye in
New Orleans was already lazily at work, one more silent ally of the Laffites and their
associates.At the time there were perhaps several leading men called “bos” at Barataria, and
while neither of the brothers could be said to dominate the others, their combination of
marketing skill in New Orleans was already attracting more and more of the privateers to deal
first with them.61Before the summer was out Pierre had disposed of nineteen slaves and
realized a total of $7,903. One slave had come from San Domingue, and another had been
brought from Cuba, but fully a dozen came directly from Africa, though by what means Pierre did
not say. Everyone knew.62 In seven months he took in on behalf of himself, Jean, and André
Robin, one of the biggest slave merchants in the territory,63 just over $12,000 from slaves alone.
He could even afford to buy slaves on the legal market now, and in April he and another man
paid his partner Robin $4,025 for eight young blacks, and the next month spent $400 for a
seventeen-year-old mulatto girl.64The revenue from their smuggling allowed the Laffites to live
rather well by the end of the year. Having owned a warehouse on Royal Street, however briefly,
Pierre knew the area well and he and Jean leased or rented another on the same street. While
Pierre probably remained with Marie practically full-time, Jean sometimes stayed at a
boardinghouse in the city. Fellow boarders found him excellent company at the dinner table, and
at least rudimentarily conversant in English and Spanish, though he was most comfortable in
Bordelaise, a regional patois French. It seemed apparent from his conversation and good
grammar that he had received some education in his youth.65Meanwhile the number of corsairs
hoping to profit from the Louisiana trade steadily grew. One of them was Louis Aury, who arrived
in May off Barataria having left Guadaloupe aboard his vessel the William just two weeks ahead



of Guadaloupe’s capture. He unloaded 208 slaves at Grand Terre and engaged three
Baratarians to take 105 of them up Bayou Barataria to a place known as McLarange’s Vacherie
on Bayou Lafourche, from which point Joseph Mendoza took them farther up the Lafourche to
be sold for $17,000 to Eugene Fortier, a man with whom Pierre Laffite had transacted slave
deals a few years before. They were discovered, however, and soon depositions and statements
were taken in the federal district court.66 Meanwhile, thinking himself safe after unloading his
cargo, Aury sailed into the Mississippi claiming distress from weather damage. The United
States marshal promptly impounded the William, and when the case went to the federal district
court, the judge ordered Aury’s arrest on $50,000 bond, and had his vessel seized and sold, the
proceeds going to the government. Aury was eventually acquitted on charges of piracy.
Accompanying Aury to Louisiana was the experienced privateersman Jean Jannet—alias Janny,
Jeanette, and Jannetty.67 Given their later close association with both Aury and Jannet, the
Laffites very likely had some involvement with arranging the transportation of the Williams,
slaves. Indeed, this may have been their first meeting with Aury and Jannet.Soon after Aury’s
misfortune, Pierre became a direct participant in the smuggling, perhaps for the first time and
very nearly the last. Early that year Vincent Dordoigaite, a Spanish merchant in Pensacola, fitted
out a felucca, a small sailing vessel also powered by oars and well adapted for the coastal
waters, to make a slaving run to Africa. He called the ship El Bolador and she made a successful
voyage early that summer. On the return trip his ship had just cleared the Straits of Florida on
July 5, with a straight sail to Pensacola, when an armed felucca appeared, identified herself as
the privateer Carolina, raised the flag of France, and ordered El Bolador to stop. She was
commanded by Jan Leloupe and Ange Michel Brouard, and the latter, at least, was no
Frenchman, but a sometime resident of New Orleans. In fact, he was part owner and sometime
captain of the Due de Montebello. Dordoigaite had no doubt that the corsair was unlawfully fitted
out and crewed in Louisiana, but had no choice but to yield. The “pirates,” as Dordoigaite called
them, imprisoned the felucca’s crew on the corsair, then put a crew aboard El Bolador and sailed
her to an inlet called Round Bay some miles east of the Balize. Brouard pillaged the brig of
everything including seventy slaves, then burned her. That done, he sailed west to the mouth of
Bayou Lafourche and then started the slaves on the underground trade route up the Lafourche
to the New Orleans market, only releasing the crew of El Bolador after the slaves were
gone.Dordoigaite was not a man to take his loss genially. On his way to New Orleans he got
word of the direction his slaves had been taken, and immediately reported it to the marshal, who
found and recovered some of them before long. Dordoigaite continued using the law to reclaim
more slaves as he learned of their locations.68 He informed the secretary of the New Orleans
Territory, Thomas Robertson, then acting governor during Claiborne’s absence, and Robertson
issued a proclamation condemning the “set of brigands” who brought this cargo into the territory
via Barataria and Lafourche, and asserting that “an extensive and well-laid plan exists, to evade
or to defeat the operation of the laws of the United States.” He believed there were more than
one hundred slaves now held illegally by citizens, and he called on the public to help find them



and crush the lawbreakers. Not surprisingly, the people ignored him almost completely.69But not
completely. By late August, hearing that what one editor called “those piratical smugglers” had
secreted some twenty of the slaves up the Lafourche and sold them to various planters, Sheriff
Robert Walker of Lafourche Parish seized the slaves and marched them to another plantation
where he found some of their companions, then brought them all to New Orleans.70 Dordoigaite
filed charges against Brouard, whom Hall’s court ordered to post $40,000 bond while the matter
of ownership of the slaves was settled, and got a warrant for the arrest of all of the blacks
wherever found.71 Then, in a surprising twist, the sheriff of Ascension Parish summoned Pierre
Laffite to assist him in the parish seat, Donaldsonville. It was a young little community, founded
by William Donaldson, a New Orleans merchant and builder. In February 1806 he bought the
site of a defunct village called l’Ascension, and commissioned none other than the San
Domingue refugee and sometime privateer Lafon to survey its lots and produce a town plan.
Lafon himself owned property where the river and the bayou met, and it can hardly be
coincidental that privateers now smuggled their goods on a stream that passed directly by the
bayou bank property of their occasional comrade.72 Certainly the Laffites used the Lafourche
route, and even if they had not known Lafon on San Domingue, they became well-established
associates now.Somehow the sheriff in Donaldsonville suspected that one A. Bayonne and
Louis Bourdier, in addition to having purchased some of the slaves through knowing them to be
illegally imported, had forcibly taken four of the recently recovered slaves out of the local jail
where they were being held temporarily, and then hidden them on Bourdier’s plantation in the
parish. In a delicious irony, the sheriff made Pierre a deputy marshal, and sent him to recover the
blacks if he could. Laffite knew Bourdier, who was at this time an officer of the court and a
frequent witness to legal acts in the parish. Bourdier also bought and sold a lot of property on the
Lafourche, and was clearly a man of some prominence. Laffite took with him Captain Peter
Paillet of El Bolador, who might be able to identify the missing slaves, and in mid-September
they reached the Bourdier plantation to find the owner absent or in hiding. They found one young
boy hidden in an outhouse, and Paillet claimed to recognize him. Then they found three more
slaves concealed in a garret, and these, too, Paillet recognized. They seized all four and handed
them over to the sheriff.73 After Laffite and Paillet gave sworn depositions, the sheriff ordered
Bourdier’s arrest and Laffite, still a deputy marshal, served the writ on Bourdier in Donaldsonville
and brought him in to be held on bail.74Yet it may not have been as simple as that. Following the
official abolition of the foreign slave trade, statute law provided a means of dealing with the
slaves who were now undeniably in the country. If identified, they were to be seized, then sold at
public auction—which made them lawful domestic slaves thereafter—with half of the proceeds
going to the government and the balance going to the person who identified or recovered them.
Slave sellers like the Laffites may have realized that they could use the law to “launder” Africans
by importing them and then arranging for them to be turned over to the authorities. Thereafter
they could buy the slaves at a sheriff’s auction, usually for much less than their market value,
and not only have lawful slaves to dispose of, but also recover half of what they paid at auction



as their reward.Moreover, if slave recovery led to a prosecution and fines for those involved, the
informant was entitled to half of those fines. Paillet immediately filed claims for the slaves
recovered by him and Laffite, as well as many others once they were found. The fine for trading
in illegal Africans was $800 per slave, and Paillet eventually got his half.75 In other similar claims
filed on behalf of Dordoigaite, Paillet sought to collect $57,600.60 as the purchase price of all
seventy-two of the slaves taken from his vessel.76 Ultimately all of them were found and
restored to Dordoigaite.77 What Pierre Laffite got for his trouble is unknown, but the fact that he
was a temporarily deputized officer of the court did not exclude him from a share of fines and
rewards. Pierre appeared in court twice in September to file testimony and affidavits in the case,
but by September 28 he was finished with the matter, at least officially.78Yet the question
remains of why the court brought him into it in the first place, especially since his brother was
surely known in Ascension as well as New Orleans for his smuggling connections, and Pierre
likely was, too. Pierre may have inserted himself into the matter, informing on Bourdier and
others purely for profit. Almost certainly the Laffites were not parties to the smuggling of the El
Bolador slaves, and if Jean had been the middleman in the operation, Pierre would hardly have
helped in its disruption. If it became known that the Laffites sold slaves and then aided in their
recovery, costing buyers the purchase price plus legal fines, buyers would not continue to deal
with them for long. It is far more likely that Leloupe and Brouard were outsiders trying to bypass
the growing Laffite operation at Grand Terre, and that in aiding in the recovery of the slaves and
the prosecution of buyers, Pierre was attempting to eliminate competition, and at the same time
sending a none-too-subtle message both to privateers and to buyers that all parties would be
wise to deal through the Laffites. The Laffites were stretching their tendons to take control of the
Baratarian operation, as well as the Lafourche and other avenues of trade.Within weeks of the El
Bolador business, Pierre Laffite may have been unable to stretch anything else. Though only
forty, sometime that fall or winter, perhaps as early as October, he suffered a thrombosis or
stroke.79 It attacked his left side, resulting in partial paralysis and fits of trembling that recurred
again and again in the years to come, and perhaps the rest of his life. That December, for the
first time, he failed to appear before a notary or to sign an instrument for a slave sale, leaving it to
Robin to sign for both of them.80 He may not have been feeling well enough to travel or leave
New Orleans again until March 18n.81 More to the point, though he was mobile most of the
time, his permanent impairment meant that he could no longer be as active. From now on he
would limit himself almost exclusively to being the brothers’ New Orleans presence, leaving
more and more of the active operation and management of their affairs elsewhere to his brother.
Within a few months it would be general knowledge among Louisianans that the younger brother
Jean Laffite was now in charge.Not now my theme—why turn my thoughts to thee?Oh! who can
look along thy native sea.Nor dwell upon thy name, whate’er the taleSo much its magic must
o’er all prevail?FIVEDawn of the Corsairs1810–1811BY THE TIME Pierre Laffite finished his one
and only stint enforcing the law, Louisiana was to experience more upheaval. Since the spring of
that year some of the Anglos living north of Baton Rouge had let their discontent at being subject



to Spain erupt once more. Rebellion again threatened, the Kempers always at the forefront. They
secured permission to hold a convention in Baton Rouge that September, and almost at once
the majority faction proposed declaring independence. The independence bloc stopped short of
an outright declaration, but began steps to enact a civil code that virtually stripped Spanish
officials of authority, even though most of the inhabitants of West Florida were not in sympathy
with the effort. When the convention adjourned, it seemed clear that any second meeting would
try to evict the Spaniards from West Florida and claim independence.The complaints against
Spain were the same as everywhere else in her colonial empire. Pay for her soldiers habitually
arrived a year late, corruption riddled the administration of every government department, and
justice was venal and capricious. “The Reins of Government are held with a loose & careless
hand & the public distress & discontent are every where conspicuous,” complained a Pensacola
merchant.1 After soldados led by Folche marched toward Baton Rouge to enforce order,
outbursts of resistance appeared in several places. On September 23, the day Pierre Laffite
made his final appearance in court at Donaldsonville, a force of rebels attacked and easily took
the fort at Baton Rouge. Then the insurgents set out to take Mobile, which Folche attempted to
fortify while Pensacola girded itself. Meanwhile veterans of the capture of Baton Rouge met at
St. Francisville some miles up the Mississippi and formally declared the independent Republic of
West Florida under a blue flag with a single white star. At once some sent an appeal to President
James Madison in Washington to annex West Florida to the United States, either for future
statehood, or else to become a part of Louisiana.Madison was all too ready to seize the
opportunity. The United States had maintained since 1803 that the so-called Florida Parishes
north of New Orleans between the Mississippi on the west and the Pearl River on the east were
included in the Louisiana Purchase. Responding to the increasing appeals and violations, as
well as complaints from authorities in Louisiana, on October 27, 1810, Madison issued a
proclamation condemning the smuggling and slave trade on the Gulf coast in general, and
instructing Claiborne as governor of the Louisiana Territory to take steps to assume control of
West Florida preparatory to its being absorbed into Louisiana.2The result was electric. “The Star
of the West for such is the flag of the people of Baton Rouge, has shed its baleful influence as
far as Tombigbie & Tensaw,” grumbled an Englishman who preferred to remain under Spanish
dominion. Americans clearly bent on aiding the rebellion began flocking to Pensacola on the
pretext of business, and soon Mobile expected an army of five hundred rebels to attack.3 Rumor
rapidly increased their number to over one thousand, backed by artillery taken at Baton Rouge,
but some thought another objective beckoned. “Pensacola will afford more plunder & be more
convenient,” wrote a man in Gainesville far to the east. “I wish them success in the great object (if
it be object) of rendering Florida [a] republic as an American,—but I would endeavor to convince
them—if they w[oul]d listen one moment to the voice of reason amidst the tempest of ambition,—
that outrage and plunder will not lead to republicanism, or to peace, or to honour.” When no
attack materialized and the coup was accomplished with relatively little bloodshed, most
Floridians felt relief.4 On December 7, 1810, Claiborne and Governor David Holmes of the



Mississippi Territory assumed control of St. Francisville, and the blue lone star flag went down.
Soon they established control in Baton Rouge as well, and the Republic of West Florida ended
its all-too-brief existence.The event would have far-reaching significance for the Laffites and the
rest of the privateering community. With West Florida as far as the Pearl now in American hands
and the Spaniards on their way out, use of those parishes as a back door for smuggling slaves
or other goods into Louisiana became more difficult. And this sudden change came virtually at
the same moment as an event even farther away that would have an even greater impact. In May
1810 Cartagena, a formidable fortress city on the coast of Colombia, rose in open resistance.
Within weeks the independence movement spread all the way to the Venezuelan capital at
Bogotá, where a junta deposed the governor in July and declared Cartagena an open port.5
Just as quickly the movement began to sputter, though not in Cartagena, where a mercenary,
the former French officer Pierre Labatut, took over as all-but-dictator. Meanwhile Francisco de
Miranda liberated Caracas and declared a Venezuelan republic in December 1810, and a young
revolutionary named Simon Bolivar began making plans for a broader new republic he wanted to
call Gran Colombia.More than a decade of infectious rebellion in Spain’s New World
possessions thus saw its dawn. Not surprisingly, as an old corsair himself, Labatut anticipated
the value privateers could provide to Cartagena now. Nearly alone at the moment, it did not need
a navy, but it did need supply and finances. As luck would have it, dozens of privateers had just
lost the last of their French bases with the fall of Guadaloupe. By now their commissions were
expiring, even if they could find a lawful port. Thus as soon as the word spread through the
Caribbean that Cartagena was in rebellion, corsairs flocked to the port, among them Dominique
Youx. When the privateers sailed away, they took with them letters of marque signed by
Presidente-Gobernador Manuel Rodriguez Torices and Secretary of War Joseph Axnazola y
Vonay, as well as a code of conduct that they probably ignored entirely now that they were back
in business.6However, prizes could hardly be taken back to Cartagena for sale or for
safekeeping. The money to be realized from selling prize goods lay in other places not strapped
for cash by the cost of sustaining a rebellion. The corsairs might be sailing under legitimate
commissions at the moment, but there were no other safe ports in the Caribbean or on the Gulf.
There was Louisiana, however. The United States still maintained its neutrality toward France
and Spain, meaning that vessels of an unrecognized insurgent Spanish city could not be
received in New Orleans. But there was always the growing mercantile and smuggling
establishment loosely managed by the Laffites.7 As early as August 1810 Spanish authorities
began to complain of the “unlucky incident” of their vessels being captured and “taken by the
French pirates to the Great Land of Barataria.”8By the fall more Spanish vessels than ever were
being taken by privateers, and their goods unloaded at Grand Isle for introduction into Louisiana.
All their owners could do, through their agents or the Spanish consul Morphy in New Orleans,
was protest and seek action in the federal court. An officer of Spain’s ministry in Philadelphia
complained to Secretary of State Robert Smith in Washington, specifying, “I also understand
that the most frequented rendezvous of these Pirates is at Barataria, and have even been



assurred, that they have fortified themselves at that place, threatening vengeance with daring
arrogance to whomever attempts disturbing them.” He demanded that the president make efforts
to dislodge and prosecute “this nest of pirates.”9For the next several years Madison would
pursue an equivocal course. U.S. policy was to maintain neutrality and respect the rights of other
nations—meaning Spain. Washington often offered assurances of sympathy along with
promises to put an end to depredations on Spanish shipping by vessels fitted out or operating
from American waters. Unofficially, anything that irritated or weakened Spain in North America
worked to Madison’s purpose, for his administration, like Jefferson’s before it, wanted Spain out
of the Floridas. Madison had encouraged the revolt in West Florida that now saw it a part of
Louisiana, and his administration would be none too diligent in discouraging similar grassroots
movements in East Florida, though support for independence there was weak as yet. When
privately raised and funded schemes emerged to lead filibustering assaults on East Florida,
Washington officially condemned them, but quietly willed them to succeed. For the next decade
Spain would find Madison and his secretaries of state Smith and James Monroe to be
duplicitous friends at best.When it came to the privateers, however, Washington faced an
internal dilemma. Their depredations hurt Spain and worked toward a laudable end. But the
volume of the prize goods that came in by way of the Laffites and their like cost the government
vast sums in unpaid customs duty. Aside from public condemnation, Madison was not certain
what to do. Outright pirates were one thing, but these Americans and outcasts from a host of
other nations now flying the flag of Cartagena—and soon other insurgent Spanish colonies—
presented a more complex problem. Their defiance of Commodore Porter revealed their
boldness. Their victory over him demonstrated their strength and the support for them in
Louisiana.New Orleans was an enormously important city to the United States, far out of
proportion to its size, though already it was the largest city in the South. It commanded the
Mississippi, and the river was the key to opening and exploiting the central part of the continent.
Madison knew all too well how divided was the population, and how great the suspicion and
resentment on the part of the French and Creole majority toward their new American townsmen
and rulers. He need have no fear of an uprising among them, but with relations with Britain
deteriorating rapidly, and with a strong and assertive British naval presence in the Caribbean, he
could imagine a scenario in which a disaffected French population would choose Britain as the
lesser of evils in a contest with the United States. He could not afford to lose even the lukewarm
support of that population, especially when his own navy was so weak that Porter and his
successors would complain for years of not having the proper vessels to do their job. Put the
privateers out of business, and many of the merchants of Louisiana would suffer as well, and all
of the citizens would pay more for their goods, not to mention the effect of removing the only
source of new slaves capable of meeting expanding demand.And so Washington would
continue making a show of trying to quell violations, and naval authorities would continue to
bring in a questionable privateer from time to time, while the district attorney steadily filed libels
in the federal court against ships and cargoes believed to be improperly commissioned or



unlawfully fitted out in American jurisdiction. But nearly as often, Judge Hall’s court found in favor
of the privateers. As a result, men who had been aboard ships taken and plundered at sea often
encountered their robbers walking the streets of New Orleans, yet could do nothing about it.10
At worst, the smugglers and privateers were an embarrassment to the American community. The
French regarded them as colorful heroes who brought them bargains while thumbing a nose at
Spain, Washington, and the resented local Americans at the same time.Amid such an indulgent
population, Jean was able to pursue as active a social life as he chose. Pierre, too, enjoyed that
freedom, and not being married he may have allowed his social sport to extend beyond Marie
Villard before his stroke restricted his activity.11 The Laffites may have shared with other
smugglers in the supply and operation of retail sales establishments on Conti and Toulouse
streets in the city itself.12 It was not a good time for Pierre’s unauthorized sale of the slave that
he leased when he went to Pensacola to come back to haunt him. In 1808 the slave was jailed in
New Orleans as a runaway using an assumed name. His original owner, William St. Marc, paid
for his release, only to have the man to whom Laffite sold the slave file a suit two years later,
charging St. Marc for $125 in lease revenue for the time St. Marc had the slave after his release
from jail. When he lost the suit and had to pay, St. Marc in turn filed a suit against Pierre Laffite to
recover his loss.13 By the end of the year Pierre was borrowing money from the Bank of
Louisiana.14 Then, just after the first of the year, something happened that threatened to bring
the Laffites more directly under the gaze of the authorities for the first time, and at the same
moment risked costing them the goodwill even of their French-Creole sympathizers.Slave
rebellions did not occur that often in Louisiana. The first came in 1730, an unsuccessful uprising
led by a slave named Samba. In 1795 Point Coupée Parish experienced a brief slave revolt
linked to the unrest in San Domingue. Three whites and twenty-five blacks were arrested, and
twenty-three of them were put in a boat and floated downstream toward New Orleans, stopping
in each parish church along the way for one of them to be hanged as an example.15 Thereafter
the fear that the San Domingue influence could lead to a serious revolt in Louisiana remained
constant.But now it happened. On January 8, 1811, at the plantation of Manuel Andry in St.
Charles Parish, thirty-six miles south of New Orleans, Charles Deslondes, a San Domingue
refugee, organized the other slaves on the plantation. Joined by a handful of “maroons,” or
runaway slaves living in the swamps close by, Deslondes’s band wounded Andry and killed his
son, then armed themselves and set off down the river road toward New Orleans, gathering
recruits and burning plantations as they went. Eventually their force grew to somewhere over one
hundred, though panicked reports soon inflated the number to five hundred or more. White
families fled before their advance, and the families’ carriages arriving in New Orleans spread the
alarm. “The whole city was convulsed,” a naval officer reported a few days later. Commodore
John Shaw, Porter’s successor, sent forty men and officers on shore to cooperate with General
Wade Hampton and twenty-eight of his army regulars, augmented by volunteers and city militia
under Captain George Ross, in an expedition to stop the insurgents.16 While awaiting military
support, white planters organized and on the evening of January 9 attacked the blacks on the



François Bernoudi plantation and drove them into the woods. The next morning Hampton’s
detachment arrived, attacked, and stopped the rebels at Jacques Fortier’s plantation in St.
Charles Parish.The first report said that sixty-six had been killed or executed on the spot,
another sixteen taken prisoner, and seventeen escaped. The number killed was higher, as
bodies continued to be found after this report, and soon more fugitives were found in the woods.
On January 13 trials began at the Destrehan plantation and thirty blacks were brought before a
tribunal of plantation owners. Two days later the tribunal condemned twenty-one of them to
death and released the rest. The condemned were taken to their home plantations, and then
shot and beheaded, the heads placed on poles to be a continuing admonition to other blacks
thinking of freedom.17 Meanwhile, others who escaped the soldiers fled to New Orleans, but
several were caught and tried, and at least thirteen more were executed.18Had they not moved
quickly, Shaw concluded, “the whole coast would have exhibited one general scene of
devastation.” He trained the guns of his brig USS Syren on the city and the powder magazine in
the Place d’Arms, and ordered guards to patrol the city for four nights. Even after the uprising
was quelled on January 10, New Orleanians remained in a panic. “I have never before been
witness to such general confusion and dismay, as prevailed throughout the city,” said Shaw. Few
men had their own guns, and he doled out weapons and ammunition from his own stores. Once
the trials commenced, he observed that “condemnations, and executions by hanging and
beheading are going on daily.”19Several theories about what caused the revolt emerged in
Louisiana and the United States. Some blamed disgruntled Spanish planters in Louisiana. The
most persistent suspicion, however, laid it at the feet of the San Domingue slaves, since the
assumed leader Deslondes and several of the other offenders came from San Domingue. Of
course, the community had been conditioned to fear a revolt by these people for fully a decade.
Governor Claiborne certainly shared this view, though none of the evidence brought forward at
the trials suggested that the rebellion was instigated specifically by recent arrivals from San
Domingue.As a result of the 1811 revolt, the Louisiana legislature passed stringent slave control
laws. In New Orleans the city council enacted ordinances restricting the movement of slaves in
the city, and banning from the city slaves not owned or temporarily hired by New Orleans
residents. Slaves could not gather in the streets except for funerals and dances with mayoral
sanction, and neither were they to be in the public squares, the markets, or coffeehouses. That
the revolt hit just as Congress was debating statehood for Louisiana came as a severe
embarrassment, while word of the revolt spread renewed fear of slave insurrection throughout
the Union. Small though it was, in numbers involved it was the largest revolt ever to occur in the
United States.Some influential leaders and some of the population wondered whether it was
possible to absorb a large slave population and enclaves of foreign-born people such as the
refugees without borrowing trouble. Everyone knew that in 1809 and 1810 the Laffites brought
smuggled San Domingue slaves into the territory. No evidence emerged that slaves smuggled in
through Barataria by the Laffites participated in the uprising.20 But fear was far more persuasive
than fact, and suddenly the perception of the Laffites in New Orleans shifted. Hereafter the



authorities began to take greater notice of their activities, and to take efforts to hinder
them.21Certainly the Laffites did not let up in their growing trade, though Jean probably had to
absorb more of the New Orleans share of their business until Pierre recovered. Moreover,
Pierre’s domestic responsibilities continued to expand. Sometime early in the year Pierre and
Marie added to their brood with the birth of Jean Baptiste Laffite.22 But if Pierre’s health was yet
too frail, all too many of the locals were happy to aid in the enterprise.23 Walker Gilbert at
Donaldsonville, empowered to seize smuggled goods if he could find them, declared in January
1811 that “it is astonishing the interest the inhabitants take in aiding those persons to carry on
that shameful trade. I am certain that there is goods now secreted on the bayou to the amt. of
$15,000 or 20,000$.” That month he learned of three prizes being unloaded at the mouth of the
Lafourche, probably of slave cargoes. Gilbert suspected that a justice of the peace in Lafourche
Parish was involved in the trade, and learned that a few months before the owners of a boat
carrying $20,000 worth of contraband goods had paid a $2,000 bribe to be allowed to go on
their way when stopped in a canal above New Orleans.24 In May a single French privateer
brought in four prizes and ninety-one slaves that he offered to sell cheaply at $5,000 for the
lot.25The efforts of the authorities seemed as futile as ever. On March 14 one of Shaw’s armed
boats, Gun Vessel No. 15, took the privateer La Sirena—sailing under a French captain, yet
carrying both Spanish and French papers—and a cargo of slaves. Shaw consulted with
Governor Claiborne and District Attorney Grymes and they decided to try to make an example of
her “for the purpose of breaking down the Piratical outrages committed by plunderers of this
description, on our commerce.” They took the offenders before Judge Hall on charges of piracy,
but already Shaw expressed pessimism as to whether a fair trial could be obtained. He
suggested that in the future captured pirates be taken to some other port in the United States
where they could be tried. Meanwhile, remembering the experience of Porter before him, he
predicted that “I shall acquire myself a host of enemies in this city; the population of which is
made up of an influx of beings, from all countries, and of all descriptions, three fourths of whom,
possessing the very worst principles. In a word, New Orleans, may with propriety, be stated the
Botany Bay of America.”26 He proved to be a prophet, for when the accused came to trial before
Judge Hall, despite good evidence of piracy against them, a jury composed almost entirely of
Frenchmen gave them an acquittal.27The Laffites had the Bayou Lafourche route firmly
established now, and had thoroughly familiarized themselves with other available avenues to
introduce goods. Timbalier and Terrebonne bays a few miles west of the mouth of the Lafourche
were even larger than Barataria, and Timbalier offered good anchorages and a short overland
portage to the Lafourche. Terrebonne Bay had a direct connection thanks to Bayou Terrebonne,
which flowed out of the Lafourche some fifty miles above the bay. And the Laffites found other
spots like Cat Island that were good for running prize ships aground for unloading.Still Grand Isle
dominated the Baratarians’ enterprise. The fact that the pass at the east end of the island was
the only one wide and deep enough to allow oceangoing vessels to pass meant that by
commanding it the smugglers could enjoy safe haven inside the bay. Those vessels too deep of



draft to make the pass anchored on the seaward side of the island.28 The smugglers and the
visiting privateers lived in rude quarters among the oaks, but also had camps at Cheniere
Caminada on the mainland just opposite the western tip of the island, as well as at a few other
points inside the bay.29 Their scattered encampments bespoke the fact that no one really
commanded them, however much the Laffites increasingly dominated their business.The full
scale of the brothers’ business is elusive, but they certainly did well in slave sales early in the
year. In five weeks in March and April 1811 Pierre sold twenty-five blacks, mostly Africans, for
$15,275.30 Most likely they represented all or part of a single cargo brought in that spring. But
thereafter the Laffites’ slave sales declined dramatically. In the next six months Pierre sold a
single slave, and then five in three days at the end of October. Another three brought the Laffites
some money in November, then four more sold in December, but for more than eight months of
the year the Laffites sold just thirteen slaves for a total of $4,955. Moreover, for those six sold
after April they realized prices per head that were down by a third over what slaves brought them
earlier in the year.31Finally the authorities had begun to erode the slave supply. Certainly the
privateers continued taking vessels frequently, and just as often the court let them off when they
were caught, but more and more they were losing their cargoes to the government if they had
not unloaded at Barataria before capture. In August Shaw’s gunboats took two privateers off
Mobile. In at least one case the naval vessels managed to take forty crewmen with a four-
pounder cannon and a chest of muskets while they waited to be picked up by a privateer at
Chandeleur Island outside Lake Borgne in the Gulf.32 Then in September 1811, Lieutenant
Thomas ap Catesby Jones took a privateer ship between Lake Barataria and Lake Perdido, and
found it manned with French men who had earlier violated the neutrality act by signing on with a
French privateer.33That month the navy finally came after the trade at its source when it
attacked Barataria. The reason for the change in policy was probably a combination of Shaw’s
frustration and the arrival at the New Orleans Naval Station of twenty-five-year-old Lieutenant
Daniel Tod Patterson, a man with two driving motivations—a hunger for prize money, and an
antipathy toward freebooters no doubt encouraged when he spent some time as the prisoner of
Tripolitan pirates.Under Shaw’s orders, Lieutenant Francis Gregory took his Gunboat No. 162 to
the vicinity of Grand Terre, and there on September 5 met a man willing to inform on the
privateers in return for a bribe, demonstrating the proverbial absence of honor among thieves.
The informant told Gregory of the privateers’ routes and said he expected some pirogues to be
leaving the coast shortly with prize goods for the interior. The next morning Gregory followed up
on the information, and soon he saw about twenty pirogues behind a sandbar. He opened fire on
them and they immediately scattered. He then sailed on until shortly after noon when he came
up on Grand Terre and spied the three-masted polacre La Divina Pastora aground in about six
feet of water inside the bay with her masts taken down, clearly being stripped prior to
destruction.Gregory sent a shot toward her, and the men aboard raised the French flag in hopes
of fooling him into thinking she was a friendly vessel in distress. But the lieutenant spotted
privateer schooners tied to either side of her. One was the Sophie and the other La Vengeance,



one of them yet another investment of the indefatigable Sauvinet, and crewmen from both
vessels were even then unloading cargo from their prize. The twenty pirogues he had seen
earlier floated nearby, loaded with prize cargo and guarded by perhaps one hundred men.
Gregory tried to take his vessel through the pass but became stuck on a sandbar, and night had
almost fallen by the time he got afloat and inside the bay. By then it was too late to attack, and he
decided to wait until morning. But then he saw flames and realized that the privateers were
setting fire to their prize. He sent an officer and several men in a launch into the bay to try to save
the ship.When they got to the scene they found one of the privateer schooners burning and
adrift, while the other lay lashed to La Divina Pastora, itself just starting to catch the blaze.
Gregory’s men cut loose the burning schooner, then boarded the La Divina. Her cargo included
more than sixty-three hundred packages of writing paper, which the boarders now found littered
over the decks to spread the fire, brandy casks knocked open to expose their flammable spirits,
and gunpowder strewn about waiting to go off. Miraculously, they doused the fire before the
flames hit a half barrel of powder lying open in the magazine surrounded by bottles of powder, in
turn ringed with slow-burning matches, and powder trails leading to yet more powder and paper.
All that saved the vessel was that the privateers had fled in their pirogues so hurriedly that no
one thought to light the fuses, and the flames from the burning schooner tied alongside moved
slowly. Even then some of the privateers were close enough to shoot at the rescue party from the
mainland, and the naval seamen sent scores of rounds into the darkness.34Gregory’s men
saved two-thirds of the prize’s cargo, and the prize herself, which they brought back to New
Orleans, much to the delight of Spanish consul Morphy.35 With Livingston representing him,
Patterson libeled the vessel as a lawful prize in the district court in November, and by February
18, 1812, she had been ordered sold and the proceeds shared between Patterson and his
sailors and the owners of the ship.36 Nevertheless, this blow to the smugglers proved little more
than an inconvenience compared to the profits to be made.The open trade of some merchants
with the smugglers was evidence enough of that. In January 1812 a newly empanelled grand
jury made a statement to the court, and through it to all revenue officials, decrying the fact that
“many facilities have been afforded to the persons engaged in this violation of the laws of the
United States by characters considered respectable in this Community.” It brought disgrace and
dishonor upon them all, the grand jury declared, as well as injuring the revenue of the nation at a
time when relations with Great Britain approached the point of war.37 No doubt the grand jury
declaration was prompted by President Madison’s annual message on November 5, 1811, when
he complained of “the practice of smuggling, which is odious everywhere, and particularly
criminal in free governments.” It was worse, he said, “when it blends with a pursuit of
ignominious gain a treacherous subserviency, in the transgressors, to a foreign policy adverse to
that of their own country.”Yet the privateers and their retail merchants in New Orleans were bold
enough to confront their critics in the city’s press. On December 18 one of them who signed
himself only as “The Agent of the Freebooters” sent a letter arguing that the privateers were
patriots, too, simply trying to punish the British and the Spanish, and at the same time do a civic



benefaction to the people of Louisiana by introducing cheap goods to “prevent the total
stagnation of trade during the existence of the Non-intercourse Act.” Indeed, he declared,
“without us there would not be a bale of goods at market.” Warming to his theme, he cited “the
open manner in which our business is done,” and concluded from the ineffectual attempts at
control and policing by the authorities, that “the government of the United States has no
objection either to the fitting out of our prizes and the sale of their cargoes, without troubling
ourselves about the payment of duties.” The inaction of the authorities proved “the protection
and license we enjoy, to plunder when we please, and import without entry what we think
proper.”Pointing out that they sold their goods at low prices in return for cash “in these hard
times,” he even dared to promote their business by publishing an announcement that “the
association company of free booters have recommended their calling, and have formed depots
at Barrataria, the mouths of Fourche, and Teche, at the Chandeliers, and Breton Islands, where
they sell ships and cargoes by wholesale; and if their old stands in Conde and Toulouse streets
can be obtained, will there open by retail.” He then referred to the recent sale of some of the
smuggled goods from La Divina Pastora and the fact that the men who handled the sales—
Sauvinet probably being one of them—made over $30,000, which ought to be an
encouragement to other merchants to join in the contraband business. “There are still a vast
quantity of goods for sale; ships, brigs, schooners, and several hulls, to be disposed of,” he
added. Even the weather wanted people to trade with the contrabandists, for the annual rise in
the Mississippi would make it easy to reach their depots in Barataria.38Who this “Agent of the
Freebooters” was is uncertain, though it is easy to see in it the taunting hand that would
characterize a few products of the pens of both Laffites before long. Now might not have been a
good time for a Laffite to be thumbing his nose at authorities, however. The grand jury claimed
not to know the identities of “the persons engaged in this nefarious practice.” Yet by now rumor
must have associated the brothers with the trade. Else how would people in town have known
where to direct prospective slave buyers as early as 1809?Certainly there would be enough
privateers to continue the business. On November 11, 1811, Cartagena officially declared its
independence and became the headquarters of the newly declared United Provinces of New
Granada, including portions of Colombia and Venezuela. Though no nation recognized
Cartagena’s independence, and Spain retook most of Venezuela by the following summer, New
Granada’s President Manuel Rodriguez Torices would in time resort to handing out privateering
commissions to men willing to prey on Spanish shipping and that of Spain’s ally Britain.39
French and San Domingue sailors filled Cartagena’s streets, and soon Cartageneros and San
Domingans became privateers and pirates almost interchangeably.40 Aury and Renato Beluche
went to Cartagena to take their commissions as lieutenants in the Granadan service early in
1813, and some among the Barataria-based privateers soon followed.41Ironically, newly
independent Cartagena granted equal rights to whites and free blacks and outlawed the slave
trade, but did not outlaw slavery. While sailing under Cartagena’s colors and commissions, the
privateers who would bring slave cargoes into Louisiana in the years ahead were participating in



a trade outlawed in Cartagena itself.42 Oblivious of that, when Torices sent agents to Louisiana
some months hence, they would seek out the Baratarians, as well as the free colored men from
San Domingue and the privateers ejected from Cuba in 1809, all of whom provided natural
targets of opportunity. Well before then, however, an even more attractive prize appealed to
privateers’ hunger for plunder when rumors spread briefly that an expedition would fit out in New
Orleans to sail to Cuba and attack Baracoa.43It was the signal for the explosion of privateering
on the Gulf, and with it the rise of a class operating in the gray area between legitimate
corsairing and rank piracy. A small army of men stood poised to reap the profits the new trade
promised, the Laffites among them, though as yet they were only faces in a crowd. Within the
next eighteen months all that would change. The United States would be presented with an
organization and daring never before seen, and the challenge of dealing with two impending
wars—one with the British, and the other with the privateers.This said, his brother Pirate’s hand
he wrung,Then to his boat with haughty gesture sprung.Flash’d the dipt oars, and sparkling with
the stroke,Around the waves’ phosphoric brightness brokeSIXOrigins of the Laffite Fleet1811–
1813THE ILLICIT ENTERPRISE had two arms that must be severed if the government was to
control the problem. First, the illegal fitting out, arming, and manning of privateers in New
Orleans had to be stopped, primarily by the United States Navy; second, the internal trade in
contraband goods smuggled from the coast to New Orleans had to be curtailed, and this was
the job of the customs and revenue authorities. The difficulty was compounded by the fact that
lawful privateers—or at least vessels that could show commissions obtained in Cartagena—also
sailed the Gulf.The privateers bringing goods into Barataria and elsewhere to the Laffite
smugglers gave Captain Shaw constant frustration. “The whole of the coast from Vermilion Bay
westwardly, round to the Rigolets on the east, appears, in fact, to swarm with pirates,—fitted out,
for the most part, at New Orleans,” he complained to Washington. He needed vessels capable of
cruising on the Gulf, and his were not up to it. The gun vessels were “dull sailors,” and not fast
enough to compete with the privateers.1Still he had to try. Vessels in Shaw’s flotilla cruised often
along the west coast of Louisiana, even stopping at Barataria, though sometimes they could find
scarcely a vestige of the Grand Terre operations when they went ashore.2 On December 27
Shaw sent one of his gunboats after the privateer vessels Mary and Adeline, and it briefly
exchanged shots with them a few days later. The privateers forced the gunboat to back off, and
went on to take on arms at the mouth of the Lafourche on or about January 26. At virtually the
same time Catesby Jones, commanding Gun Vessel No. 156, came upon a privateer schooner
anchored at Grand Terre with a crew of eighty or ninety. He fired on her, whereupon she raised
sail. But though Jones put several shots through her and her crew was seen throwing guns
overboard to lighten ship to keep from sinking, the privateer finally left him behind.3 Jones
returned to Barataria and captured a crew belonging to the French privateer Marengo. He
discovered that the crew were almost all Americans, enlisted at New York.4 More encounters
with French corsairs took place off Grand Terre in February, but with no happy
result.5Meanwhile, the Treasury Department’s Revenue Service tried their best. Early in the year



Captain George Gibson and his men seized $7,000 to $8,000 worth of contraband goods on
Bayou Lafourche.6 Lieutenant Angus Fraser commanding the revenue cutter the Louisiana
chased and took a privateer in the Mississippi in February. Her captain, Pierre Cadet, had earlier
cleared a ship out of New Orleans under Swedish colors, but once in the Gulf “went directly a
privateering,” as Fraser put it.7 The next month Fraser took another privateer, the Two Brothers,
which had come into New Orleans listing a cargo of rice and flour on her manifest. When he
opened the barrels aboard her, he found wine, brandy, and gin hidden within.8The hapless Louis
Aury also fell afoul of the authorities once more. In the past three years he had failed at almost
everything. When San Domingue fell to the British, he lost his vessel there in port and escaped
to Guadaloupe, where he equipped another.When the British took Guadaloupe he lost that
vessel, too, and came to Louisiana, where he spent $4,500 to buy a boat—only to have it
confiscated when authorities caught him illegally outfitting it for privateering. Aury had already
sworn vengeance on the British and Spaniards, and now took a share in a French corsair for
$2,000. But when he brought her into a United States port, Americans attacked and killed or
wounded a dozen of his crew, then burned the boat. Now he hated Americans, too.9Despite the
discomfiture of Aury and Cadet, Captain Shaw continued to report his gunboats “altogether
inadequate” to the task of protecting commerce from the pirates and smugglers of the coast. By
the summer of 1812, with war with Britain brewing, Shaw had only two brigs and eleven
gunboats to guard the coastline under his care. He assigned five of the gunboats to a patrol west
of the Balize, a hopelessly outnumbered force as he—and the smugglers—well knew.
Experience showed that if his vessels could not stop a privateer on the first fire, the lighter craft
quickly outdistanced the navy ships, and he acknowledged grudgingly that the smugglers and
pirates were also better sailors than his own. If proof were needed, in May Jones and his
gunboat came up against two privateers off Bayou Lafourche, where they had brought in a
Spanish prize, but he could not catch them.10 A month later, on June 16, Jones attacked two
French privateers and their Spanish prize off Barataria, but was beaten off.11Philip Grymes died
suddenly the previous year, leaving the office of district attorney to be filled on May 4, 1811, by
his brother John R. Grymes. But the new Grymes and Judge Hall were no more successful in
stopping privateers than the navy.Meanwhile, another familiar name resurfaced, the determined
corsair Dominique. He had been in port the previous spring, purchasing ship’s victuals and
apparently observing every stipulation of the regulations covering legal privateers in American
waters.12 Now, late in August, he brought his vessel the Pandoure up the river to Fort
Plaquemines, where the commandant stopped him and Dominique gave the officer a packet
addressed to the French consul in New Orleans.13 He claimed to be out of Bordeaux, with a
cargo of sugar and cotton, and explained that in a terrible hurricane on August 19 and 20 he had
lost his masts and was nearly killed, and now needed repairs for his ship and a doctor for
himself.14 Following procedure, he filed a statement of the damage done to his vessel, and at
the same time claimed that his commission was about to expire, and that he needed to get a
letter of permission from the consul allowing him to return to France after repairing his ship and



removing her armaments.15Dominique, for a change, appeared to be a lawful privateer with a
genuine commission. At least, the authorities did not interfere with him. He prepared a careful list
of his prizes taken since he left Bordeaux, and valued his cargo at $36,921, for which sales
brought in $20,721.38. He even set aside the prescribed percentages of his profits for the
expenses of the local consulate, for invalids from the French navy, and for the care of French
prisoners of war in England.16 He inventoried everything on his ship, from armaments to barrels
of biscuits, prior to liquidation.17 Then on October 15 he sold the Pandoure for $7,500.18 Her
commission being expired, she was of no more use to him, and with the profits from his voyage
he could buy another vessel when he was ready to put to sea once more.19All of this activity
meant trade for the Laffites—who, incredibly, had not yet appeared in any charges for
smuggling.20 Certainly the district court prosecuted merchants who tried to bring merchandise
into the city without paying proper customs duty, as José La Rionde found out when he was
sued for failure to pay duty on a cargo of coffee and brown sugar from Mexico.21 But perhaps
the Laffites had a friend in a high place, for rumor said that Daniel Clark, currently with the
United States consular office in New Orleans, was in their pay, and that was why Pierre could
sell goods with impunity out of their reputed warehouse on Chartres Street.22When customs
officials tried to go after the shipments, they had little better fortune than Shaw’s gunboats. “The
nature of the coast is peculiarly favourable to their schooners; and the disposition of a very great
proportion of the population are unfortunately too favourable to the execution,” customs collector
Thomas Williams had reported to the secretary of the treasury in March.23 In mid-October 1812
revenue agents did go down a bayou from English Turn to Barataria Bayou, where they
encountered several smuggler craft. The smugglers fled and the revenue officers took their
booty, but the smugglers attacked that night and recovered their goods—embarrassing to say
the least. Perhaps it was this humiliation that led a few weeks later to the first really successful
assault on the Laffite enterprise, and the introduction of the Laffites’ name on the court docket in
New Orleans.A factor in the smugglers’ assault may have been the Laffites’ own embarrassment
of a sort, or at least Pierre’s. He seemed in the main recovered from his stroke, though fits of
palsy still struck him, affecting his mood as much as his body. There was good news in his
household when Marie presented him with another child, his daughter Rosa, born August 28,
but he would scarcely be in New Orleans to see her during the next several months, for his old
problems with money haunted him.24 In fact, before long he would have no known residence in
the city, meaning that he spent most of his time either with Jean at Grand Isle, or at
Donaldsonville, or in one of a few safe homes of associates on the outskirts of New Orleans.25
Throughout 1812 slave sales continued to bring in cash that the Laffites needed to build their
enterprise, though seemingly not nearly as much as before. In the first half of the year Pierre
lawfully disposed of just eight blacks for $4,270, though he and Jean certainly sold many more
at Grand Isle for much greater sums.26 Still Pierre was no longer sharing the proceeds of legal
sales with Robin, with whom his informal partnership had all but ended. Moreover, despite the
substantial sums the brothers realized from their smuggled goods, theirs was a costly operation.



Proceeds had to be shared with others, supplies had to be purchased for their employees at
Barataria, money was needed from one sale to buy the goods for the next, and from time to time
cash flow presented a problem, especially given Pierre’s history of poor money management
and Jean’s taste for expensive living and entertainment, which earned him the sobriquet
“Gentleman Lafitte” in New Orleans.27It did not help that Pierre lost his pocketbook in May, and
with it several promissory notes on which they had yet to collect,28 including a large one for
$500. In April Pierre put $146.30 on account with merchant Antoine Lanaux to buy twenty-three
barrels of ship’s biscuit, no doubt for Jean to take to Barataria, yet five months later he had not
paid the debt and Lanaux filed suit for collection.29 In October shortly after Lanaux filed his suit,
Pierre sold a slave cook he had owned for six years to raise $500, then borrowed $217.50 from
his old partner Robin, and in November borrowed $500 more from another acquaintance,
pledging two slaves as surety. In five months’ time he had not paid this debt either. When Robin
went looking for Pierre at Bernard Tremoulet’s Exchange Coffee House at the corner of Chartres
and St. Louis and other haunts, no one knew his whereabouts. Indeed, no one admitted even to
knowing him, or offered to settle the debt on his behalf.30 Meanwhile Pierre’s ill-advised sale of
that leased slave in 1806 caught up with him yet again. Already in March of this year William St.
Marc had sued him and Pierre was forced to post a bond for $2,000 to guarantee his
appearance in court. Pierre lost the suit and the judge levied a settlement of $1,133.39 against
him. By December Laffite had paid barely more than $500 of the debt, and so the original owner
of the slave filed another suit against Pierre for $611.68, which forced Pierre to post another
$1,000 with the court even though he denied the debt.31 If the courts wanted money from the
Laffites, they would have to stand in line, but before long the courts would be interested in the
Laffites for reasons other than debt, for Pierre’s absence from New Orleans that fall involved
much more than evading his creditors.Part of the problem, of course, was the outbreak of war
with Britain on June 18, 1812. General James Wilkinson arrived to take command of the
defenses of New Orleans and that region of the Gulf coast on July 9, 1812, but found it ill-
prepared. Immediately he began strengthening existing fortifications, including works at English
Turn, and trying to inspire the local American and Creole population to volunteer, with
discouraging results. With all this on his hands, his dispatches to the war department in
Washington made virtually no mention of smugglers.32Mounting debt may have forced them to
it, but most likely the Laffite brothers could not resist the opportunity they saw. Never before had
the same individuals controlled the acquisition of prize goods through piracy or privateering,
their delivery to the market vicinity, subsequent smuggling or transport of the goods to the
waiting market, and then their wholesale and retail sale. The potential for profit in controlling
every phase of the operation beckoned, and now the brothers resolved to do just that, taking
advantage of the shortages caused by the war and the British blockade, and the distraction of
the authorities thanks to the war.The endeavor required only the organization and imagination of
sophisticated entrepreneurial minds, and the Laffites had those to be sure. Around October the
brothers purchased a prize schooner brought into Barataria by a corsair, very possibly Captain



Aury, for now the Laffites engaged Aury’s old hand, the forty-year-old Italian Jean Jannet, to go
to New Orleans to enlist a crew. The schooner was a workhorse privateer vessel, simple and
efficient to operate with its two masts, and infinitely adaptable into variations such as the topsail
schooner, the foretopsail schooner, and the hermaphrodite brig.33 The brothers had to arm the
vessel, which was easy enough with a schooner. Privateer schooners and feluccas—small,
wide, three-masted boats that were light drafted and fast, yet held a lot of cargo—usually carried
only muskets rather than cannon, few being large enough to mount any artillery other than an
eighteen-pounder, a gun tube nine feet long and thirty-nine hundred pounds, with a five-inch
bore. Some carried long cannon called “long Toms” regardless of their weight or bore, often on
swivels. Larger vessels might have two or more carronades, which fired through ports on the
gunwales.34Meanwhile Jannet hired a man named Antonio to scour the town for likely hands,
then bring them to a house on the outskirts where Jannet signed them on and paid each an
advance of $10 against future shares of prize spoils. This outlay alone probably explained some
of the money Pierre was borrowing that fall. When Jannet had about forty men engaged, he sent
them to Grand Isle by way of Donaldsonville and Bayou Lafourche to avoid attracting the
attention of the port authorities or customs and naval officers downriver. Jannet took another
route to Barataria, and was there to meet the crew when they arrived. Also waiting was the
schooner, now fitted out at Laffite expense with two small cannon mounted on deck. What she
did not have, apparently, was a commission.35Before the ship could sail early in November,
both Laffite brothers arrived to see Captain Jannet take her out on her—and their—maiden
corsairing voyage. That done, the brothers had other things to do. Another privateer had
dropped anchor and unloaded twenty-six bales of cinnamon, fifty-four linen shirts, three pieces
of Russian sheeting for making bed linen, seven pieces of canvas, one bundle of twine, and one
handkerchief, goods worth an estimated $4,004.89.36 Five pirogues and twenty-two men
waiting nearby took on the cargo—an ordinary transaction, only Pierre would be with Jean for
the return to New Orleans. It was probably his first smuggling run, and one that both brothers
expected to be routine.37The boats loaded, the Laffites raised sails and started northward up
the bay, picking their way through innumerable small islets and into Little Lake Barataria. By
nightfall on November 16 they were still under sail approaching the northern end of the lake,
where they would pass a spot known locally as the Temple and enter Bayou Rigolett, which they
would follow, relying on their oars, on their way to Bayou Barataria and the rest of the way to the
back door to New Orleans. Suddenly in the bright moonlight the Laffites made out the dim
shapes of boats ahead of them, sailing without identifying flags. At once the brothers decided to
flee, but the wind was against them. They ordered their crews to drop sails and pull at their oars
as they turned to run for the distant shore. The other boats gained on them in the time this took,
and the chase continued for only a few minutes before the lead boat behind them came within
eighty yards, close enough to hail.One of the Laffites called out, demanding to know who
followed them, and out of the darkness came the reply “United States Troops.” One of the
Laffites yelled back to the pursuers that if they came any closer he would “fire into them & kill



them every one.” Meanwhile the smugglers continued pulling feverishly, while others began
throwing their incriminating cargo overboard, one man carelessly tossing away his gun in the
confusion. Finally they reached the shore and fled the boat, only to see that some of their
pursuers were about to run ashore a short distance away. In the moonlight the smugglers could
see that many of the men wore the regulation army summer uniform of white roundabouts and
pantaloons, with black bayonet scabbards and cartridge boxes attached to black leather belts,
and some wore dragoon helmets with plumes. A few even wore dragoon uniforms of blue
trimmed with white, while others wore the winter uniform of blue with red facings. It was
impossible to mistake them for anything other than the military.38When the soldiers started to
get out of their boats, some of the smugglers yelled at them not to set foot on land or they would
“put every man to instant death.”39 Then the Laffites saw another boat loaded with fifteen armed
men approaching their beached pirogues, and the trap became evident. Their pursuers had split
up, and now had the Laffites between two fires if they started shooting. Seeing this, some of the
smugglers ran into the woods, while others headed back to their pirogues. It was quickly
apparent that a water escape attempt would be futile, but a few smugglers tried to jump into a
pirogue and row away in the darkness. Their captors fired a volley into the boat, killing one man
and persuading the rest to give up. Almost beyond question, it was the first time that Jean and
Pierre Laffite suffered or witnessed a fatality in their business.40The Laffites discovered that
they had fallen prisoner to Lieutenant Andrew Hunter Holmes, onetime Natchez lawyer and
Mississippi militia commander who now in the war with Britain took a commission in the 24th
United States Infantry. He was the very man they had embarrassed a few weeks earlier.
Following that debacle, his superiors had ordered him to take a detachment of thirty or forty men
to assist revenue officers in suppressing smuggling via Little Lake Barataria. Holmes was aided
now by a report received just days earlier from John Ballinger, whom Wilkinson had ordered out
the month before to perform a thorough investigation of the passes and rumored defenses at
Barataria and the mouth of the Lafourche. Ballinger had discovered that at Barataria vessels
drawing less than three feet of water could approach within two leagues—about six miles—of
New Orleans, though sometimes the vessels would have to pole because the bayou was too
narrow for rowing and too swampy to cordelle by towing from the banks. In high water vessels
could come all the way to the Mississippi.With an eye toward the possibility of British invasion,
Ballinger concluded that it would be practicable for troops to advance on New Orleans by this
route, and to guard against that he suggested that a post be built at the Temple, a mound of
shells and Indian bones on the shore of Lake Salvadore that sat five feet above the highest tide
and had a bluff with a command of any approach for three-fourths of a mile. “No other place can
come in competition with it,” he believed. All water routes to New Orleans by Barataria Bay came
together below the Temple, so a battery there would oversee everything. Still, the land was low
and subject to flooding at every uncommon tide and was commanded by higher ground on the
same island. Meanwhile Ballinger found that the Lafourche had two mouths, a narrow one on the
east called the Little Bayou one league west of the west pass of Grand Isle, and a bigger one



called the Grand Bayou that opened three leagues farther west. A battery of three cannon at the
fork of the Lafourche would command the latter, he thought. He suggested that local Creole
volunteers would be best suited to garrison such a battery, “as I consider it a very unhealthy
situation.”41
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David Stapleton, “Skip the Eye Patch and Peg Leg, Please. No planks to walk, talking parrots or
eye patches here, this is history. If what you are looking for is the fictionalized, Hollywood version
of the story of the brothers Laffite, you should look elsewhere. Over the years I have read a
number of treatments of the Laffites, Jean and Pierre; everything from 50 page light-hearted folk
tales to brief historical treatments, but nothing has compared to the depth of this book.Mr. Davis
has rendered a fairly complete tail of the adult life of the Laffite brothers in the environs of the
Caribbean. This is not to say the the writing is completely accurate, the sources documented by
the author and the extensive notes make it clear that much is tenuous and often downright
obscure. The author does his best with the available resources and draws reasonable
conclusions where warranted.This is not a brief book, it tips the scales at 706, pages of which
the actual prose totals 486 pages, the rest is notes, bibliography and index, all of which are
informative and reference worthy. While I cannot say that the narrative was always riveting (it
took my a little over three months to read, but then I have other distractions and seldom read just
one book at a time). That said the read was interesting and not what I would consider boring, but
then I am used to reading history.Bottom line, I have added this to my pirate reference library
and consider it a key reference to piracy during the early 19th century as it references many
more than just the Lafittes during this period. P-)”

ktd, “A thoroughly-researched, very involved read. Although it is true that this book can be
difficult to get through with so much detail given, I thank Mr. Davis for all of his thorough
research. He discusses several of my ancestors, who were descended from Pierre Lafitte and
his mistress, Marie Villard, which was a wonderful thing to add to my genealogy collection.”

Jim L., “Interesting Subject. I love American history and this book covers the Laffite Brothers and
their involvement in the Battle of New Orleans (War of 1812) as well as their careers as pirates. I
found it very intriguing to learn how this rouge (Jean Laffitte) influenced American History along
our Gulf Coast from Florida to Texas.”

billsa, “Walk the plank with this one.. I haven't finished it yet....it is a serious, not casual, read. So
it takes time because of the detail. That is a good thing, but don't expect to sit down and read it
in an afternoon....As a tour guide in Texas, I was interested in the Laffite's exploits in the Gulf
during the time of the Mexican revolution and the period leading up to the Texas revolt. What I
unexpectedly found was a whole different take on the role of Spanish ships in the slave trade. I'd
always read that Spain (and later Mexico) prohibited slavery.I'm going to finish it in due time.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good History of the Pirate Era. Listed as 704 pages, it is 486 pages of
actual reading pages, the rest are the footnote references. The book itself is a good fascinating
read of this era just before the railroads.  The material at times can be dense and boring.”



mrs g. a. flower, “Interesting. Very happy with my purchase!”
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